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PREFACE
 
Since 1955, the U.S. Puhlic Health Service through its Indian Health 
Service (IRS) component, has had the 
responsibility for providing comprehen­
sive health services to American In­
dian and Alaska Native people in 
order to elevate their health status to 
the highest possible level. The mission 
of the IHS is to ensure the equity, 
availahility, and accessibility of a com­
prehensive high quality health care de­
livery system providing maximum 
involvement of American Indians and 
Alaska Natives in defining their health 
necds, setting priorities for their local 
areas, and managing and controlling 
their health program. 
This publication presents tables and 
charts that describe the IllS program, 
and the health status of American 
Indians and Alaska Natives. Information 
peTtaining to the IHS strueture, and 
American Indian and Alaska Native 
demography and patient care are 
included. Current regional differences 
are presented, and comparisons to the 
general population are made, when 
appropriate. 
Everett R. Rhoades, M.D. 
Assistant Surgeon General 
Director, Indian Health Service 
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OVERVIEW 
OF THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE PROGRAM 
T he Df'partment of Health and Human Servicf's (DHHS), primarily 
through the Indian Health Service (lHS) 
of tllt' Public Health Service (PHS), is 
responsible for providing Federal health 
services to American Indians and Alaska 
Natives. Federal Indian health servicf's 
are based on the laws which the Con­
gress has passed pursuant to its author­
ity to /'egulate commerce with the Indian 
Nations as explicitly specified in the Con­
stitution and in other pertinent authorities. 
The Indian Health program became a pri­
mary responsibility of the PHS under 
P.L. 83-568, the Transfer Act, on August 
5, 1954. This Act provides "that all func­
tions, responsibilities, authoritif's, and 
duties ... relating to the maintenance and 
operation of hospital and health facilities 
for Indians. and the conservation of In­
dian health ... shall be administered by 
the Surgeon General of the United States 
Public Health Service." 
Thf' IHS goal is to elevate the health status 
of American Indians and Alaska Natives to 
the highest level possible. The mission is to 
ensure equity, availability and accessihility 
of a eomprehensive high quality health 
care delivery system providing maximum 
involvement of American Indians and 
Alaska Natives in defining their health 
needs, setting health priorities for their 
local areas, and managing and controlling 
their health program. The IHS also acts as 
the prineipal Fedf'ral health advocate for 
Indian })('ople by assuring they have knowl­
edge of and access to all Federal, State, 
and local health programs they are enti­
tled to as American eitizens. It is also the 
responsibility of the IHS to work with 
these programs so they will be cognizant of 
entitlements of Indian people. 
The IHS has carried out its responsihilities 
through developing and operating a health 
services delivery system designed to pro­
vide a hroad-speetrum program of prf'­
ventive, curative. rehahilitative and 
environmental services. This system inte­
grates health services delivered directly 
through IHS facilities and staff on the one 
hand, with those purchased by IHS 
through contractual arrangements on the 
other, taking into account other health 
resources to which the Indians have 
access. Tribes are also actively involved in 
program implementation. 
The 1975 Indian Self-Determination Act, 
P.L. 93-638 as amended, huilds upon 
IHS policy by giving Tribes the option of 
manning and managing IHS programs in 
their communities. and provides for fund­
ing for improvement of Trihal capability 
to contract under the Act. The 1976 In­
dian Health Care Improvement Act, 
P.L. 94--437 as amended, was intended to 
elevate the health status of American Indi­
ans and Alaska Natives to a level equal to 
that of the general population through a 
program of authorized higher resource 
levels in the IHS budget. Appropriated 
resources were used to expand health 
services, huild and renovate medical faeili­
ties. and step up tilt' constn](,tion of saf(~ 
Ilrinkin[!; water and sanitary disposal facili­
ties. It also establishcIl programs desigIH-'d 
to inen'ase the nlllnlwr of Indian l1('alth 
professionals fm' IndiHIl ncells and to illl­
pnlve IH'alth cUl'e acccss fOl' Indiall people 
living in Ill'han an'as. 
The opl-'l'atioll of the IllS health sel'Vil~es 
ddivt",y system is managed through 101'£11 
administl'ative units called sel'vice units. 
A service unit is the hasic health organiza­
tion fot' a geographic arl-'a served hy thc 
IHS progTalIl, jllst as a counly or city 
health Ilepartnwnt is the hasic health 
organization in a Statl-' hcalth departnwnt. 
These are defined an'as. usnally centered 
aro\llHI a single federal resel'vation in the 
continental l~nit(~d States. or a population 
cOllcentration in Alaska. 
A few service units cover a numlwr of 
small reservations: sOHle largt' rl-'sl-'rvations 
UI'C divided into a numher of sl-'rvice units. 
The service units an' groupcd into lar[!;er 
cnlt u ral-c1eIlH Igraphic-geographil' manage­
nwnt jurisdictions which are allministet'ed 
hy \rea Offiees. 
PURPOSE
 
AND DESCRIPTION OF REGIONAL 
DIFFERENCES IN INDIAN HEALTH 
The IHS Regional Differences in Indian Health attempts to fulfill the 
basic statistical information requirements 
of partit's that art' interested in the IHS, 
and its relationship with the American 
Indian and Alaska Native people. The 
tables and charts contained in the IHS 
Regional Differences in Indian Health 
describe the IRS program, and the 
health status of American Indians and 
Alaska Natives. Information pertaining 
to the IHS structure, and American 
Indian and Alaska Native demography 
and patient care are included. Current 
regional differences are depieted, and 
comparisons to the general population 
are made, when appr·opriate. Historical 
trend information can be found in the 
IllS companion publication called 
Trends in Indian Health. 
The tables and (~harts are gr'ollped into 
five major categOl'ies: I) IHS Structure, 
2) Population Statistics, 3) Natality and 
Infant/Maternal MOl'tality Statistics, 
4) General Mm·tality Statistics, and 
5) Patient Care Statistics. The tables pro­
vide detailed data, while the charts show 
significant r·elationships. A table and its 
corresponding chart appear next to each 
other. However', some charts that are sdf­
explanatory do not have a cOl'l'esponding 
table. Also. a table may have Illore than 
one chart associated with it. 
SUMMARY
 
Ol? DATA SHOWN 
Indian Health Sen,ice Structure 
T Ilt' IHS is comprised of 11 re/-,.-ional administrative units called c\rt'a 
Officcs. There is also an IllS llemlquar­
ten; Offic(~ located in Tucson, tht' Office 
of Health Program Research and Devel­
opment, which is l't'slwnsihle for admin­
iSh'l'ing ht'alth services delivery. For the 
present ,;tatistieal purposes, the Tucson 
Office is also considered an Axea Office, 
thereby making 12 in total. The 12 HIS 
Area Office,~ are: 
• \I",nlt"'n • "'Iash,ill,' 
• c\laska • ~a\ajo 
• c\lhLl/I' JPr 'lLlt· • Oklahoma 
• BplIlidji • Pho/'ni" 
• Hillin:.:, • Pol'tland 
• California • Tucson 
As of Octolwr ] , 1Y91 , du' Area Offi('e" 
consisted of 136 hasic administrative units 
called s(>rvice units. Of the 136 service 
units, 61 were operated hy Triht's. TIll' 
nnmber of servicl' units ranged from 2 in 
Tucson to 2 I in California, 
The 1HS opel"ated12 ho,.;pitals, 6.5 health 
cenLtTs.1, schoollwalth centers. and 
.52 health stations; while Trill('s operated 
B ho,.;pitals, Y3 health I'entt'rs. 3 school 
hl'alth centers. 63 health stations. and 
J 7 2 Alaska village dinies. Both California 
and Portland had no hospitals whilt' Phoe­
nix and Aberdeen had Sand 9 hospitals, 
respectively. Tucson had the fewest health 
(~t'ntt'rs with :~ • and Oklahoma the most 
with 28. 
Population Statistics 
I n fiscal veal' 19YO. the HiS user pOJlulation (connt of tho,e American 
Indians and Alaska l';atiw's who lIsed 
HIS sPrvices at least OlH'e during the last 
3 -year period) was approximately 
1,10;).000. Tuc'ion (18,921) and Nash­
villI' (:~ 2.2:34) had the ,malll'st lISl'r JlOp­
ulations while Oklahoma (2:n.6 :H» and 
Navajo (21Y53') hall the largl~st user 
populations. 
Tht' Indian population is younger, less 
educated and poorl'r than the U.S. All 
Races population. For the IRS serviet' 
population in 1990, 1:~.4 pl:'I"('ent of the 
persons Wl:'re nnder age .5 comlHu'ed to 7.S 
percent for thp U.S. AJI Races population. 
There was considerahle variation by Arpa 
with Bemidji at 1] .6 pen'I'nt and AIlCr­
depn at 15.5 pelTent. The lllp(fian year" of 
school compll'tl'd (ba,.;pd on tlw J 980 Cen­
sus) was ahovl' 12 for half the HIS An';ls. 
compared to an IllS-wide fi!l:ul'e of 12.1 
and a U.S. An Race, figure of 12.:>. How­
I'VI'J" Alaska and Navajo VVl:'rl:' only at l) .:~ 
Yl'ars. 1'111' mellian hOllsl'110Id income 
(hased on the 1980 Censn,.;) for till' IHS 
service area was $1] .4 71. while for th(' 
U.S. AJI Race,.; it was :l':16.8't 1. Navajo 
had tllP lowe,t median honsd101d income 
at :-I; 8.412 . and AIa,.;ka tIll:' highest at 
$15.750. 
Natality and InfantlMatemal 
Mortality Statistics 
The hirth rate for American Indians and Alaska Natives residing in the 
IllS service area was 30.3 (rate per 
1,000 population) in 1986-1988. It is 
nearly double the 1987 hirth rate of 
15.7 for the U.S. All Races population. 
For the period 1926-1988, there were 
8 maternal deaths in the [HS service 
area population. Only Lhe Phoenix Area 
(3 deaths) and the Navajo Area t2 
deaths) had more than 1 maternal death. 
The infant mortality rate for American 
Indians and Alaska Natives residing in the 
IHS servi"e area was 11.1 (rate per 1 ,000 
live hirths) in 1986-1988 cumpared to 
10.1 1'01' the U. S. All Races population in 
1987. However, there appears to he lln­
derreporting of Indian race on death eertif­
ieat!~s in .3 IllS An~as-California, 
Oklahoma, and Portland. When these 3 
Area,,,; are exeludcd from the ealeulation, 
the IRS infant mortality rate for the 9 
remaining Areas is 12.7. 26 pen'ent 
higher than the U.S. l'ate. The infant mor­
tality rate varied considerahly among 
these 9 Areas, ranging from 8.3 in Alhu­
querque to 19.8 in Aberdeen. 
GenemJ Mortality Statistics 
I n 1986-1988, the age-adjusted mor­tality rate (all canses) for American 
Indians and Alaska Natives n-siding in 
the IRS service area was 665.8 (rate 
per 100,000 population) compared to 
535.5 for the U.S. All Races population 
in 1987. When the 3 IHS Areas with 
apparent prohlems in llnderreporting of 
Indian race on death certificates are 
excluded. the rate is 803.] . This is 50 
percent greatl'r than the U.S. rate. The 
Tucson and Alwrdeen Areas had ratcR 
(1,113.2 and] ,056.3, rCRpectivdy) 
ahout double the U.S. rate. 
The 2 leading CaUSI'R of dcath for the IH S 
service arl'a population in 1986-] 988 
wl're "diseaReR of the heart" and "a(~ei­
dents and adverse effects." ThiR was also 
the order for'" of the I HS Areas (:\11'1'­
deen, Billings, California, and Portland). 
Five (5) IRS Areas (Alaska, A1bllqUl'rqUl~, 
Navajo, Phoenix, and Tucson) had the 
order reversed. The other 3 IllS An-as, 
Bemidji, Nashville and Oklahoma, had thl' 
same 2 leading caust's of death as the lJ .S. 
All Races population (1987). i.e., "diR­
eases of the heart" and "malignant nl'o­
plasms." The leading causeR of death were 
determined without any adjustment for 
age which is the customary method. How­
ever, it should be noted that the age compo­
sition of a population does influence its 
mortality pattern. 
For each of the specifie eausl's of death 
identified in this publication. the 1986­
1988 Indian age-adjusted mortality rate 
(calculated by excluding the :~ IllS Areas 
with apparent death certificate problems) 
was greater than the 1987 U.S. All RaeeR 
rate, except for malignant neoplasms. 
There was also considerahle variation in 
the rates among the IHS Areas. However. 
some of the Area rates need to be inter­
preted with caution because of the small 
number of deaths involved. FoJJowing is a 
comparison of the Indian (9 Area) rate to 
the U.S. rate. 
1) tuberculosis-7S0 percent greater 
2) alcoholism-663 percent greater 
3) accidents-295 percent greater 
4) diabetes mellitlls-2 68 percent 
greatet· 
5) homicide-l 34 percent greater 
6) sllicide-9:i percent greater 
7) gastrointestinal diseaseR-77 per­
cent greater 
5 
8) cerehrovascular diseast's-9 per­
(~ent grt'ater 
9) diseases of thl:' hcart-l pt'rcpnt 
gl'eatpr 
10) malignant neoplasms-12 pel'cent 
It'ss 
Patient Care Statistif's 
I n FY 1990, thut' wprc approximatdy 97,000 admissions to InS antl Tribal 
din·(·t aIHI contmet gt'neral hospitals. 
Thp nnmlH'r of admissions ranged from 
93fi in California to 20,331 in Navajo, 
The leading cause of hospitalization in 
1HS and Tribal direct and eontr-act gen­
t'ral hospitals was "ohstetric deliverics 
and complications of pUt'rperiulli and 
pregnancy," This was the leading ('ause 
in all but :1 nIS Areas, "Respiratory 
Systl'lll (list'ases" was tht' leading caw.;(~ in 
the othcr:3 IHS Arpa". 
TIll' total numbt'I' of outpatient visits (IHS 
and Tribal din·t·t and contract facilities) 
was appt'OximatPly 5.0 million in FY 1990. 
Tucson had the fewest outpatient visits 
with 36222 and Oklahoma had the most 
with 389,915, The leading caus(> of outpa­
tit'nt visits in THS and TI'ihal direct and 
contract facilitie,-; was "supplementary da,-;­
sifi(~ations," It was also the leading caust' 
in 8 of the] 2 IllS AI'ea,-;, The "supplt'mpn­
tary eIa,-;sifications" catt'gory indudes such 
clinical impressions as "othfT prcvputive 
hpalth servieps:' "wdl child can'," "physi­
cal examinatiou." "t(~sts only" (lab, x-ray, 
screening), and "hospital, metlieaL 01' snr­
gical follow-up:' 
In FY 1991. tht'rp wert' owe :2 .:~ million 
dt'ntal sel'Vices providefl at HIS and Trillal 
dil't'eL and contract facilities, Two HIS 
Art'as pnwided :~5 pel'('('ut of the dt'ntal 
st't'vict's, Oklahoma (447.1 (n) and r~avajo 
(372,276), 
The rate of lIt'W tubel'('ulosis cas!'s for' tlIP 
niS in CY 1990 was :2.5 times the rat!> for 
the lL S" :2.'),7 llt·w caSf'S per] 00.000 pop­
ulation compared to 10.3. Each IllS Arpa 
had a ratt' gt't'atu than the U.S. rat!'. 
SOURCES
 
AND LIMITATIONS OF DATA 
Population Statistics 
I HS user population t:stimates are based on data from the IRS Patient 
Registration System. Patients who re­
ceive din'ct or contract health services 
from IRS (ll' Trihally-operatpd programs 
are registered in the Patipnt Registl'ation 
System. Those registerpd Indian pntients 
that had at least one outpatipnt visit dur­
ing the last 3 years an~ defined as users. 
The Patient Registration System wns 
first implemented in 1984. nnd by now 
is considered to be fairly complNe and 
an-·urate. It is possible for patients to 
register at more thnn one site, lml the 
IHS central computer is programmed to 
undnplicate registralioll n~cords within 
an Aren. Those caSt'S that are not clear 
are senl lo the HIS Area Offices as possi­
J,le dupJicatt's for resolution. 
The IRS user populatioll estimates, which 
are shown in this pllhliention. need to be 
"ontrasted with the IRS service population 
(eligihle population) estimates, which are 
,hown in the Trends in Indian Hpalth pub­
lication. The service poplliation estimate, 
are based on official U. S. Censns Burea 1I 
county data. These are self-identified Indi­
ans who mayor IlIay not use IllS services. 
HIS service populations heyond the Cen­
Sll!' year nre projected through linear re­
gression techniques, using 10 years of 
Indian birth and death data provilled by 
the National Centpr for Hpalth Slalistics. 
II-IS mer population figures are used for 
calculating IRS patient care rates. How­
ever, since State birth a11(1 death certifi­
cates do not provide information on use of 
IHS servicps, HIS service population fig­
ures are used in calculating Indian vilal 
evcnt rates for the IRS service ar!:'a. 
The socinl and pconoIllic llata contained in 
this puI,lication HIT frolll the 1980 Cen­
sus. These Census data (from Ct,nsus 
1980 Summary Tape File 4) and eertain 
government finaneial assistanee data are 
contained in the AnH'riean rndian/Alaska 
Native Data Base. The American Indian/ 
Alaska Native Data BasI' was devdoped hy 
CSR, Inclwporated, under a cOlltl'ael with 
the Office of the Assistant SelTPtary for 
Planning and Evaluation, U.S. Depart­
ment of Health and Human Services. The 
contract also required CSR, Incorporated 
to produce a report, "Indian People in In­
dian Lands, 1980," baspd on the dnta 
hase. In that report, eounty-Ievel Census 
data were analyzed for counties that were 
ineluded in the IRS servicp area in 1980. 
The data represent nll American Indians 
and Alaska Natives in IHS countics-not 
just those who utilize IRS servic!:'s. In in­
stances where a eounty was ,~plit hetween 
two IRS Areas, the analys!:'s placcd the 
emire coullty population in the HIS Area 
that had the majority of the county popula­
tion. The l"('sults from that analvses have 
bccn used in this puhlication. 
Vital El'ent Statistics 
A nwriean Indian and AJas(a Native vital event statistic;.; are (.erivt'd 
fnHu data furnished annuallv to the HIS 
hy the National Cf'nter for Health Statis­
tics (NCHS). Vital event statistics for the 
U.S. population wen' derived from data 
a}liwarin~ in various NCIlS publications, 
as "ell as from some un}lllhlisIwd data 
from NCHS. J\CHS ohtains birth and 
(leath ['eeol'di'; for all U.S. residents from 
the State departments of hf'alth, hased 
on information rf'ported on official State 
hirth and death cel·tificates. Those rec­
onli'; identifie(l as pertaining to AllH,riean 
Indians and Alaska 1\ativ('s are provided 
to UIS. The HIS records contain the 
same hai';ic df'mographic items as tilt' 
vital f'vent recoI·ds maintained by 
NCIlS for aU U.S. residents. hut with 
nam(,s. addrf'sses, and n'conl identifica­
tion lllllulwrs dddc(l. It i';hould he noted 
that TI'ihai identity is not I'ecorded on 
tlwse I·(·cords. 
The data arf' suhject to the degn'c of accu­
racy of repOl·ting hy the States to NellS. 
Ncns does perform numerous edit 
dw(,ks. and impntf's values for lIon-re­
sponses. HiS is using the National Death 
Jll(lex Ci\Dl) maintained by "lCHS to deter­
mine the extent of the ull(krreporting of 
Indian nH'e on df'ath cf'rtificates. An ex­
tract of tilt' THS patif'Ilt rf'gistration file 
was matched against the NUl for 1936­
1983. 'fhf' rf'sults of the NDI match are 
('uITf'ntly }willg analyzed to dl'tf'minf' in 
which Statf's the problems are occurring. 
(JIS will tlwn target the "proIJlem" States 
fOl' slweial efforts aimed at the illlprove­
uwnt of the reportinf!; of race. 
It is aln~ady known that tlwre is an undf'r­
reporting of Indian race on State dpath 
certificates in till' California Arpa. It also 
g 
appears that this prohlem exists in the 
Oklahoma und Portland Areas. TIwref'ol"f'. 
the mortality rates that app('ar in tbis pub 
lication for these Areas arp suspect and 
should Iw intprprf'tf'd with caution. As a 
result, this publication shows U IS-wid(, 
mortality ratcs with and without the data 
for these 3 Areas. 
Natality statistiei'; an~ based OIl tilt' total 
file of hirth records occurring in tIlt' U.S. 
puch year. Mortality statistics an' !lased 
on thf' total file of rpg,istered deaths O('elll'­
ring in the U.S. f'ach year. Tabulations of 
vital ('vents for IHS Areas are by place 
of residpll(·e. 
The Indian vital t"f'nt statistics in this pnh­
li(~ation pertain only to Amerit,an In(lians 
and'\laska Natives rt'siding in tIlt' ('ounti('s 
that makt' lip tilt' IHS servic(' arpa. This 
contrasts "ith earlier editions of the 
Trpnds ill Indian Hpalth pllhlication which 
showed vital event statistics for Amerit':J n 
Indians and Alaska Natives residing in the 
Reservation Statf's. Calculations done OIl a 
Reservation State hasis inch"lp all (·ounti(·s 
within tlw Statt>. pven thos\:" ou tsi(h- the 
HIS st'!"Vicc at'ea. Resprvation Stat<' vital 
eVf'nt rates tend to lw lowpl' in vahlf' (i.p., 
lower hirth rates, lower' tHor'tality ratf's) 
than HiS service area rates. Sincf' prior to 
1972, only total Rpservation State data 
al'e availahlf'. Hf'i·;ervatioll Stat\:" data need 
to be used to show trpnds going back to 
19;'i S, thc illc\:"ptioIl of the HIS. HoweVt'l', 
now that there are sufficient vital evelIt 
data availahlp for the nlS SPl"vit·p area to 
show meaninbrf'lll tr\:"uds, the Trpnds in 
Indian Health publication. beginning with 
the 1992 edition, willlwllcpforth show 
vital evcnt statisties for the lAS servicf' 
population. 'fhe rpaSOll for this is that IHS 
service arca data arp more indicativc of the 
h\:"alth status ofdH'lndians that IJIS senf's. 
The Indian population is considerably 
yonnger than the U.S. All Races popula­
tion. Therefon', the mortality rates pre­
st~nted in this publication have been 
age-adjw,ted, where applicable, so that 
appr'opriate comparisons can be made 
between these population groups. One ex­
ception is the information presented for 
leading causes of death. In order to deter­
mine the leading causes of death for a pop­
ulation gnmp, it is necessary to rank 
causes of death without any adjustment 
for age. However, it should be kept in 
mind that the ranking of causes of death 
for a population gronp is affected by its 
age composition. 
The age-adjusted mortality rates presented 
iu this publication were computed by the 
direct method. that is, by applying the age­
specific death rate for a given cause of 
death to the standard population distrib­
uted by age, The total population as enu­
merated in 1940 was selected as the 
standard. The rates for the total popula­
tion and for each race-sex group were 
adjusted separately, by using the same 
standar'd population. The age-adjusted 
rates were based on lO-year age groups. 
An age-adjusted rate that was cakulated 
based upun a small nnmber of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution since 
the observed rate may be very different 
from the true underlying rate. This occa­
sionally occurred when an Area rate was 
calculated for a specific cause of death, 
e.g.• tuberculosis. 
Patient Care Statistics 
P atient car'e statistics al'e derived from lHS reporting systems. There 
are four main patient care reporting sys­
tems. The Monthly Inpatient Services 
Report is a patient census report which 
is prepared by each IHS hospital. It in­
dicates the number of discharges and 
clays hy type of service (e.g., adult, pedi­
atric, ohstetric, newhorn), and is used 
for the inpatient workload statistics. The 
Inpatient Care System is the source of 
IHS hospital inpatient data pertaining to 
various patient characteristics (age. sex. 
principal diagnoses. other diagnoses, com­
munity of residence, etc.). The data are 
collected daily, one record Jwr discharge. 
The Contract Care System is the source 
of similar" contract hospital inpatient data. 
The Ambulatory Patient Care System is 
the source of data pertaining to the num­
ber of outpatient visits at IHS facinties by 
various patient characteristics (age, sex, 
clinical impression, community of resi­
dence, etc.). The data are collected daily. 
one record per outpatient visit. The Con­
tract Care System is the source of similar 
contract outpatient visit data. 
The data from the automated systems are 
suJlject to recording and keying errors. 
However, the IHS Division of Program 
Statistics monitors the reporting systems. 
and each one has a computer edit. In these 
ways, errors are kept to an acceptahle level. 
The Dental Data System is the source for 
dental services data. The system is mon­
itored by IRS Headquar·ters Denlal 
personnel. The tuherculosis data are 
based on eases reported to the Cf'nters for 
Disease Control. 
<J 
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Age-Adjuslmenl-Thl' applicalion of the 
agl~-"pecifie rates In a population of inter­
est to a "tandardized age di"t6hution in 
onlel' to eliminate the difference" in ob­
served rate" that result from age differ­
ences in population eompo"itioll. Thi" 
adjustment is u"ually done when compar­
ing two or tnore populations at one point 
in tiulf' 01' mIt' population at two or mon° 
point" in timl', 
Area-\ defim·d geognlphic n-gion 1'01' In­
dian Health Service (IllS) administrative 
PIH'Poses, Each AI'ea Offiee administers 
sevlTal se ..viee units. 
Average Daily Patil'nl Load-Thl' average 
nUl1lher of patients oecupyiug lwds in a 
hospital on a daily hasis. It is ('al('ulatl,d hy 
(lividing total in"ati('nt day" for the yeal' 
hy "~(IS. 
Cause of Death-For the purllO,se of na­
tional mot·tality "tatisties. ewry (}('ath i" 
attrihuted to one underlying condition. 
hased on information reported on the 
death eertifieate and uti!i,,;ing the intlT­
national niles for selecting the underlying 
eall.se of death from dIP reported eonllitions. 
Conlract Cat'e-Serviees not available 
direnly fmm IllS or Trihe" that ar(' pur­
('hased IHUitT contnlet hom community 
hospitals and praditioutTs, 
Hf,allh Centel,-A facility. physieaUy sepa­
r111(-d from a lJO,spital. with a full rangl' of 
amhulatory ,wrvices including at least pri­
mal'y earl' physi('ians. nUI·sing. pharmacy. 
laboratOl'y, and x-ray, which are available 
at least 40 hours a week for outpatient CalT, 
Health Slation-A facility, phy"ically "epa­
J'attod from a hospital or Iwalth l'pntcr 
when' primary can- phYRieian servie('s are 
availahlp on a I'~gularly RclH'dnlel[ J,asis 
Illlt fOJ' Jess than 40 hours a week. 
Infant !Uorlality-J)path of liyp-bom ehil­
dreLl who have not r~adled their fin;l 
hirthday ('xIH'essed as a ratl· (i.e .. thl' 1I1lIn­
bel' of infant deaths during a Yl'ar per 
1 ,000 live births n'ported in the year). 
Life Expeetaney-The average nllmlwr of 
ypars remaining to a perSOH at a particular 
agt' and is hased 011 a givell sel of age-R!W­
eific death rates. g('nerally the mortality 
cOl)(liti01l>; existing in the \H'rioll mentioned. 
]\eonatalMol'tality Rate-1'h(' IJllmher of 
deaths undet' 28 days of age pel' ] ,000 
live births. 
Postneonatal Morlalily Rale-The HUJU­
her of dpaths that ocellI' from 2 U day,s to 
:365 llays after hinh per 1 ,000 live births. 
Rcsenation State-A Statp in whieh IHS 
has n-s\HHI.sibiJities fot' proYi(ling health 
l~ar~ to Amf't'iean Indians or Alaska 
-"'atiws. 
SCI'vicc AI'ea-The geographie area:' in 
whieh IllS has n~sp()mi"ilities-"onor 
near" r('servations, i.e .. contract (walth 
f;el'viec delivPl'v a t'eas, 
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Service Population-Ameriean Indians 
and Alaska Natives identified to lw di:.,rible 
for IRS services. 
Service Unit-The local administrative 
unit of IHS. 
User Population-Anwrican Indians and 
Alaska Natives who have used IRS set"v­
ices at least once during the last 3 -year 
period. 
Years of Productive Life Lost (YPLL)-A 
mortality indicator which measures the 
burden ofprcmatun~deaths. It is calcu­
lated by suhtraeting the age at death from 
age h S and summing the result over a II 
deaths. 
Jj 
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SOURCES 
OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
A dditional Indian hl'alth statl1s informatio.n can be obtained. from thp JHS Division of PI'o~ralJ1 Statistics. Specific rpsponsibilitips are as 
follows: 
General Information 
Anthony J. lYAngplo, Director, Dit;ision of Program Statistics 
Demographic Stati.stics 
AanJll O. HandJer-. Chill, Demogruphic Statistics Branch 
Linda Quen'(·. Statistician 
JoAnn Pappalanlo, Compllter Systems l1nalyst 
Barbara Moore. Sta tis tical i1ssistant 
Patiellt Cure Statistics 
Stephen F. Kaufman. Chief. Patielll Care Statistics Branch 
Ronald Mpeks. Statistician 
Marilyn Tulsa. Statistician 
Bonnie Matheson, Compllter .4ssistant 
Copies of this and othpr Division publications may lw obtained from Priscilla San(loval or 
Monique Alston. Dit'ision Secretaries. 
TIlt' Division addrpss and phonp numlwr art' as follows: 
Indian H('alth St'rvicc 
Offi('(' of Planning, Evaluation an,l Lt'gislatiol1 
Division of Pnlgram Statistics 
Parldawn Building. Room 6~11 
S600 Vislwr.s Lane 
Hockvillt', ~larylalld 20857 
Phone: (:~ 01 )1·t.3-11 110 
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Chart 1.5 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY ALBUQUERQUE 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCT. 1, 1991 
n the Albuquerque Area, 
I Indian Health Service Type of Facility IHS Tribal 
operated 5 hospitals, 
9 health centers, 1 school Service Units 7 
health center, and 7 health Hospitals 5 
stations as of Oetober 1 , 
1991. Trihes operated Outpatient Facilities 17 2 
2 health centers as of Health Centers 9 2 
Octoher 1, 199 1. School Health Centers 1 
Health Stations 7 
Chart 1.6 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY BEMIDJI 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCT. 1, 1991 
In tht' Bt'midji Art'a, 
Indian Health Service 
operatt'd 2 hospiLals, 
2 health centers, and 
;) health stations as of 
October 1. 19<) 1. Tribes 
operated 10 health cenLet's 
and 16 health stations as of 
Octoher 1, 1991. 
Type of Facility 
Service Units 
Hospitals 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
IHS Tribal 
3 10 
2 
7 26 
2 10 
5 16 
( ;) 
Chart 1.7 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY BILLINGS 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCT. 1~ 1991 
Type of Facility IHS Tribal 
Service Units 8 
Hospitals 3 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
12 
8 
4 
Chart 1.8 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY CALIFORNIA 
AREA AND TRIBES 
Ocr. l~ 1991 
Type of Facility IHS Tribal 
Service Units 21 
Hospitals 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
49 
25 
24 
I
 n the Billings Area,
 IUllian Health Serviee 
oppratpd 3 ho[-;pitals, 
8 health centers. and 
4 health stationl-i a[-; of 
Octoher ], ] 991. Tlw 
Trihes did not opuate any 
facilitiel-i as of October 1. 
1991. 
I
 n the California Area.
 Indian Hpalth Sel·viee did 
not operate any facilities as 
of October 1. 1991. Trilws 
operated 25 health cpnters 
and 24 health l-itations as of 
Octolwr 1.1 99 1. 
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PART I-INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE STRUCTURE 
Chart 1.1 
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE AREA OFFICES 
T he Indian Health Service is comprised of 
12 regional administrative 
units called Area Offices. 
IHS responsibilities extend 
to all or parts of 33 States 
known as Reservation States. 
Chart 1.2 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY IHS AND 
TRIBES 
OCT. I, 1991 
Indian Health Service 
operated 42 hospitals, 
65 health centers, 4 school 
Type of Facility IHS Tribal 
health centers, and Service Units 75 61 
52 health stations as of 
October 1, 1991. Trihes 
Hospitals 42 8 
operated 8 hospitals, Outpatient Facilities 121 331 
9;~ health centers, 3 school Health Centers 65 93 
health centers, 63 health School Health Centers 4 3 
stations, and 172 Alaska Health Stations 52 63 
village clinics as of October Alaska Village Clinics 172 
1.1991. 
Chart 1.3 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY ABERDEEN 
AREA AND TRIBES 
Ocr. 1~ 1991 
Type of Facility 
Service Units 
Hospitals 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
IHS Tribal 
13 
9 
22 7 
7 3 
1 2 
14 2 
I n the Alwrdeen Aloea, Indian Hpalth Sprvlce 
opt-rated 9 hospitals, 
7 health cpnters, 1 school 
hpalth ('pntclo and 14 health, 
stations as of Octoher 1, 
19910 Trihes oplTated 
3 hpalth ('pntt-!'s. 2 schoo] 
health centers. and 2 health 
stations as of Odohel' 1, 
1991. 
Chart 1.4 
NUMBER OF SERVICE lTNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY ALASKA 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCTo 1~ 1991 
Type of Facility 
Service Units 
Hospitals 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
Alaska Village Clinics 
IHS Tribal 
2 7 
2 5 
183 
11 
172 
I n the Alaska Area. Indian Health Servicp oppratpt! 
2 hospitals and 1 health 
eentpr as of Octolwr 1, 
1991. Trilws opel'akd 
5 hospitals, 1] hpalth 
cplltet·s, and I 72 village 
dinies as of Oetolwr 1 . 
1991. 
11 
I n the Nashville Area, Indian Health Service 
operated 1 hospital and 
1 health station as of 
Octoher 1, 1991. Tribes 
operated 1 hospital, 
13 health centers, 1 school 
health center, and 4 health 
stations as of October 1, 
1991. 
I n the Navajo Area, Indian Health Service 
operated 6 hospitals, 
7 health centers, 1 selwol 
health center, and 10 health 
stations as of October 1, 
1991. The Navajo Tribe did 
not operate any facilities as 
of October 1, 1991. 
Chart 1.9 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY NASHVILLE 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCT. 1, 1991 
Type of Facility IHS Tribal 
Service Units 1 17 
Hospitals 1 1 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
18 
13 
1 
4 
Chart 1.10 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY NAVAJO 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCT. 1, 1991 
Type of Facility IHS Tribal 
Service Units 8 
Hospitals 6 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
18 
7 
1 
10 
17 
Chart 1.11 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY OKLAIIOMA 
AREA AND TRIBES 
Ocr. 1, 1991 
I n tht> Oklahoma Arl:'a, Type of Facility IHS Tribal Indian Hl:'alth Sl:'rvict' 
opl:'L'ated 5 ho~pitals, 
Service Units 10 2 1 2 health C'l:'nten;, al1l1 
Hospitals 5 2 1 health station as of 
Odolwr 1. 199 I, T1'ilwsOutpatient Facilities 13 17 
operatl:'<1 2 hospita Is, 
Health Centers 12 16 1 (, health el:'nters. and 
School Health Centers ] health statlon as of 
Health Stations Octol>e1' l, 199]. 
Chart 1.12 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY PHOENIX 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCT. 1, 1991 
I n the Phoenix AI'I:' a , 
Type of Facility IHS Tribal indian Hl:'alth Sl:'rvicp 
opprated 8 hospitals. 
Service Units 10 6 health C'('ntel':-;, ] school 
IH'aIth (,I:'nter, and 3 healthHospitals 8 
stations a:-; of Octolwr 1. 
Outpatient Facilities 15 7 1991. Trihes operatpd 
Health Centers 6 5 5 health centprs and 
School Health Centers 1 2 health stations as of 
Health Stations 8 2 Octoher 1. 1991. 
I "
" 
I n the Portland Area, Indian Health Serviep 
operatpd 11 health centprs 
and I health station as of 
October 1, 199 1. Tribes 
operated 7 health centers 
and 14 health stations as of 
October I, 1991. 
I n the Tucson Area, Indian Health Serviee 
operated 1 hospital, 
2 health centers, and 
1 health station as of 
Oetober 1, 199 1. There 
was 1 Trihally-operated 
health center as of October 
1,1991. 
Chart 1.13 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNITS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY PORTLAND 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCT. 1, 1991 
Type of Facility IHS Tribal 
Service Units 11 4 
Hospitals 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
12 
11 
21 
7 
14 
Chart 1.14 
NUMBER OF SERVICE UNTIS AND 
FACILITIES OPERATED BY TUCSON 
AREA AND TRIBES 
OCT. 1, 1991 
Type of Facility IHS Tribal 
Service Units 2 
Hospitals 
Outpatient Facilities 
Health Centers 
School Health Centers 
Health Stations 
3 
2 
1') 
Billings 50,5 
Nashville 50.8 
Bemidji 51.2 
Aberdeen 51.5 
Alaska 52.1 
Portland 
Phoenix 
Navajo 
Albuquerque 
Tucson 
Oklahoma 
California 
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 
21 
PART 2-POPULATION STATISTICS
 
I n FY 1990. the Indian Health Servi(~e user 
population was over 1.1 
million. Over 41 pel'eent of 
the user population was 
eoncentrated in 2 niS 
Areas, Oklahoma and 
Navajo. 
T he ratio of females to males in ] 990 was 
dose to 50:50 for the user 
population and the U.S. All 
Races populations. 
California had the highest 
percentage of females at 
54.9. 
Chart 2.1 
IRS USER POPULATION 
FY 1990 
IHS TOTAL = 1,104,693 
Tucson 
Nashville
 
Bemidji 50,644
 
California 52,507
 
Billings 55,315 
Portland 68,605 
Albuquerque 71,368 
Alaska 87,921 
Aberdeen 103,354
 
Phoenix 106,663
 
Navajo 219,531
 
Oklahoma 237,630 
0 100,000 200,000 300,000 
Chart 2.2 
PERCENT OF FEMALES IN POPULATION 
1990 
U.S. All Races = 51.3% ------, IHS Total = 52.8% 
1990 
Chart 2.3 
PERCENT OF POPULATION UNDER AGE 5 
15.5 
U.S All Races = 7.5% IHS Total = 13.4% 
Bemidji
 
Nashville
 
Oklahoma 123
 
California
 
Portland
 
Albuquerque 
Navajo 
Billings 
Phoenix 
Tucson 
Alaska 
Aberdeen 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Chart 2.4 
PERCENT OF POPULATION OVER AGE 64 
1990 
IHS Total = 5.8% U.S All Races = 12.5% 
Billings 
Aberdeen 
Portland 
Tucson 
Albuquerque 
Alaska 
California 
Navajo 
Phoenix 
Bemidji 
Nashville 
Oklahoma 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
T he IllS, UHer, population in 1990 waH 
eomiderably younger than 
the U.S. All Races 
population. The Bemidji 
At'ea. whieh had the 10weHt 
]H'l'l'('ntage of population 
under age 5 (11.6), Htill 
had a }HTI'entage that waH 
ovt'r ).5 times th(' V.S. ~II 
Rae('H )w)'('eTItagl' (7.5). 
12.5 pereenL of the U.S. All 
RaeeH population was over 
agl> (d· in 1990, ('o111par('d 
to S.B for tlw IllS IlHel' 
population. Oklahoma and 
NaHhvilk had the highest 
ptTI'entage for this age 
group ('7.6 and '7.2). 
T he median veal'S of school completed in 
1980 for the IHS service 
area population is close to 
the U.S. All Races 
population, that is, 12.1 to 
1 2.5. However, for Tucson 
the figure is 11.0, and for 
Alaska and Navajo it is only 
9.3. 
I n 1980, 62.8 percent of males age 20 to 64 in the 
IRS service area population 
were employed, compared to 
80.4 percent for the 
U.S. All Races population. 
Four of the IHS Areas had 
percentages less than 57.0, 
with Alaska heing the lowest 
at 48.4 percent. 
Chart 2.5 
MEDIAN YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED: 
AGE 25 AND OJ.DER 
U.S. All Races = 12.5 
1980 
IHS Total = 12.1 
Alaska
 
Navajo
 
Tucson 
Nashville 11.8 
Aberdeen 119 
Bemidji 
Billings 
Albuquerque 
Oklahoma 
Phoenix 
Portland 
11.9 
122 
122 
12.2 
California 
8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 
Chart 2.6 
PERCENT OF 
MALES AGE 20 TO 64 EMPLOYED 
1980 US. All Races = 80.4% 
IHS Total = 628% 
Alaska 
Aberdeen 
NavajO 
Bemidji 
Billings 
Tucson 
Portland 
California 
Albuquerque 
Nashville 
Phoenix 
Oklahoma 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
IHS Total =45.8% 
Navajo 
Alaska 
Tucson 
Bemidji 
Billings 
Aberdeen 
California 
Phoenix 
Portland 
Albuquerque 
Oklahoma 
Nashville 
507 
50.9 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Chart. 2.7 
PERt:ENT OF 
FEMAI_ES AGE 20 
1980 U.S. All Races = 56.4% 
Chal't 2.8 
AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD SIZE 
1980 U.S. All Races = 2.75 
IHS Total = 344 
Oklahoma 
California 
Portland 
Nashville 
Bemidji 
Phoenix 
Albuquerque 
Alaska 
Tucson 
Billings 
Aberdeen 
Navajo 
0 05 1.5 2 2.5 3 35 4 4.5 
I
 n 1980, 4S.3 perl'ent of
 ft'lllale~ age :2 0 to 61 in 
the JHS ~crvi('c area 
populatioll wen' PlIlployerl, 
('ompan-rl to ;") 6.4 percent 
for the L1.S. All Ran-s 
population. Thrcp of the 
[lIS An-as had penenlagcs 
I('~s than 44 .11, with Navajo 
lwing the IOWl'st at 4·0.0 
pen'ent. 
T I\(' Indi',m population has a considerahly 
larger averagl' householrl 
size than the U.S. All Races 
population as indicated hy 
data from tIll' 1980 Cpnms. 
The average sizc 1'01' the 
U.S. All Races population 
was :2.7."). whil(' 8 of dw 
HIS An:,as had average~ 
exceeding :3.t. 
21 
Th(~ median household income in 1979 for the 
IHS sf'rviee an'a population 
was only $11 A71, 
(~()mpared to $16,811 for 
the U.S. All Races 
population. The figure 
varied greatly among thf' 
IHS Areas, mnging from 
$8,;112 in Navajo to 
$15,750 in Alaska. 
I n 1979, J 2.4 }wr'cent of the 1',S. All Races 
population was helow the 
poverty level. This 
contl'usted sharply with the 
Inrliun population where 6 
of the fHS Areas wen' 
greater than 30.0 percent, 
anrl 2 Ar'eas wen~ greater' 
than 40.0 percent. 
Chart 2.9 
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOl\IE 
1979 
U.S. All Races = $16,841 
IHS Total =$11,471 
Navajo 
Tucson 
Aberdeen 
Bemidji 
Billings 
NashVille 
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Chart 2.10 
PERCENT OF POPULATION 
BELOW POVERTY LEVEL 
1979 
US. All Races =12.4% IHSTotaloo31.1% 
Caliiornia 
Oklahoma 
Portland 
Alaska 
Bemidji 
Nashville 
Albuquerque 
Phoenix 
Billings 
Tucson 
Aberdeen 
Navajo 47.3 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
2S 
Char'! 2.11 
PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS 
WITH No PHONE 
1930 
U.S All Races = 7.1% IHS Total = 36.9% For the IRS service area population in 1930, the 
pen-entage of households 
with nu phone was over 5 
times greatel' than for the 
U.S. All RacE's population. 
36.9 to 7.1 percent. In 7 
of the IllS Areas. the 
percentage was grE'atE'r than 
42.0. and in Navajo it was 
74.6. 
74.6 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
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PART 3-NATALITY AND INFANT/MATERNAL 
MORTALITY STATISTICS 
T he hir.t.h rate fo.r the IHS service area 
population in 1986-1988 
was nearly douhle the rate 
for the [1.5. All Race;; 
population in 1987, i.e., 
30.:~ compared to 15.7. 
Even the [lIS Area with the 
lowest hirth rate (Na;;hvilJe, 
21.2) had a rate 
considerahly g;reater than 
the U.S. rate (35 I)preent 
greater). 
Chart 3.1 
BIRTH RATES 
CY 1986-1988 ,--~-~---- US (1987) = 15.7 
Nashville IHS Total = 30.3 
California 
Albuquerque 
Oklahoma 26.9 
Portland 27.4 
Tucson 
Bemidji 
Navajo 
Billings 
Aberdeen 
Alaska 
Phoenix 
0 10 20 30 40 
Rate per 1.000 Population 
Table 3.1 
NUMBER AND RATE OF LIVE BIRTHS 
CY 1986-1988 
Number Rate 1 
u.s. All Races (1987) 3,809,394 15.7 
All IHS Areas 91,903 30.3 
Aberdeen 7,993 34.4 
Alaska 8,294 35.4 
Albuquerque 4,325 26.2 
Bemidji 4,919 32.4 
Billings 4,595 33.8 
California 5,660 24.1 
Nashville 2,359 21.2 
Navajo 17,167 32.5 
Oklahoma 16.354 26.9 
Phoenix 10,023 37.2 
Portland 8,466 27.4 
Tucson 1,748 30.5 
1 Rate per 1,000 population. 
27 
55 
5.5 
5.5 
6.4 
Chart 3.2 
Low WEIGHT BIRTHS 
CY 1986-1988 IHS Total = 5.B 
US. (1987) = 6.9 
BIRTHS OF Low WEIGHT AS A PERCENT 
OF TOTAL LIVE BIRTHS 
CY 1986-1988 
Total Number Percent 
Live Births 1 Low Weight 2 Low Weight 3 
U.S. All Races (1987) 3,809,394 262,344 6,9 
AI! IHS Areas 91,903 5,309 5,8 
Aberdeen 7,993 467 5.9 
Alaska 8,294 418 5,1 
Albuquerque 4,325 261 6,1 
Bemidji 4,919 271 5.5 
Billings 4.595 251 55 
California 5,660 361 6.4 
Nashville 2,359 140 5.9 
Navajo 17,167 941 5.5 
Oklahoma 16,354 954 5.8 
Phoenix 10,023 613 6.1 
Portland 8,466 548 6.5 
Tucson 1.748 84 4.8 
1 Includes 4,855 U.S. All Races live births and 165 American Indian/Alaska Native live 
births with birth weight not stated. 
2 Births of less than 2,500 grams. 
3 Percent low weight based on live births with a birth weight reported. 
:!B 
Tucson 
Alaska 
Billings 
Navajo 
Bemidji 
Oklahoma 
Aberdeen 
Nashville 
Albuquerque 
Phoenix 
California 
Portland 65 
0 2 4 6 
Percent of Total Births 
Table 3.2 
For 1980-1922, 5.2 \)('n'('nt of all Indian 
hil'th~ in tIw IHS service 
l\['ca wer'e low weight (If'~s 
than 2,5 0 () gram~) births. 
This was Iwtkr than thl:' 
figure for the U ,S. ;\11 Races 
poplJlation, i.e .. 0.9 l'en:('ut 
in 1987. "\1I IRS An~a~ harl 
n>lativdy fewer low weight 
hirths than O('('lIlTt,(l in the 
gl"IH'ral population. 
8 
Th~t'e w~n~ 3 maternal eIt-ath" 1Il the IHS 
service art~a population in 
1986-191W. Only the 
Phoenix Area (:3 deaths) 
anI! thp Navajo An-a 
(2 deaths) had more than 
] maternal ell-ath. 
Chart :l.3 
MATERNAL DEATHS 
CY 1986-1988 
IHS Total =8 
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Chart 3JI. 
INFANT MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1936-1983 
Oklahoma 
California 
* Albuquerque 
* Navajo 
* Phoenix 
Portland 
* Nashville 
* Bemidji 
* Billings 
, Alaska 
* Tucson 
* Aberdeen 
U.S.(1987):10,1 i 
6.0 rIHS Total - 9 * Areas = 12.7 
10,1 
10.8 
11.6 
11.9 
IHS Total - All Areas =11.1 
Tl~f* infant mortal~ty, rate tor the IRS servlCC area 
population in 1986-1988 
was 11.1. When the 3 IRS 
Areas with apparent 
prohlems in underrepOJ·ting 
of Inrlian nH'f* on (leath 
certificatf*s an' excluded, the 
raft> is 12.7. This is 26 
pt*rcent higher than tlw U.S. 
All Races ratf* of 10.1 for 
1987. The AIH*nlr-en and 
Tucson Areas had the 
higllf*st rates. 1').8 and 
198 14.9, respectively. 
0 5 10 15 20
 
Rate per 1,000 Live Births
 
Tahle 3.4, 
INFANT MORTALITY RATES 
(UNDER I YEAR) 
CY 1936-1933 
Live Births Infant Deaths Rate 1 
US. All Races (1987) 3,809,394 38,408 10.1 
All fHS Areas 91.903 1,017 11.1 
9* Areas 2 61.423 781 12.7 
Aberdeen' 7,993 158 198 
Alaska* 8.294 122 14.7 
Albuquerque' 4,325 36 8.3 
Bemidji' 4.919 63 12.8 
Billings' 4,595 67 14.6 
California 5.660 40 7.1 
Nashville' 2,359 28 11.9 
Navajo' 17,167 173 10.1 
Oklahoma 16.354 98 6.0 
Phoenix' 10,023 108 10.8 
Portland 8,466 98 11.6 
Tucson' 1.748 26 14.9 
1 Rate per 1,000 live births. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
:w 
Chart 3.5 
NEONATAL MORTALITY RATES 
T he neonatal mortality rate fm' the IllS service 
area population in 
1936-1988 was 5.1. When 
the 3 IHS Areas with 
apparent problems in 
untlerreporting of Indian 
race on death certificates 
are exeluded, the rate is 
5.8. This is still less than 
the U.S. All Races rate of 
6.5 for 1937. The 
Aberdeen Area had the 
highest rate at 7.9. 
CY 1986-1988 
IHS Total - 9 ' Areas = 5.8 
IHS Total - All Areas = 51 U.S. (1987) = 6.5 
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Table 3.5 
NEONATAL MORTALITY RATES 
(UNDER 28 DAYS) 
CY 1986-1988 
u.s. All Races (1987) 
All IHS Areas 
9* Areas 2 
Aberdeen' 
Alaska* 
Albuquerque* 
Bemidji* 
Billings' 
California 
Nashville* 
Navajo* 
Oklahoma 
Phoenix* 
Portland 
Tucson* 
1 Rate per 1,000 live births. 
Live Births 
3,809,394 
91,903 
61,423 
7,993 
8,294 
4,325 
4,919 
4,595 
5,660 
2,359 
17.167 
16,354 
10,023 
8,466 
1,748 
Infant Deaths 
24,627 
469 
359 
63 
59 
24 
27 
25 
14 
16 
79 
53 
53 
43 
13 
Rate 1 
6.5 
5.1 
5.8 
7.9 
7.1 
5.5 
55 
5.4 
2.5 
6.8 
4.6 
3.2 
5.3 
5.1 
7.4 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
7.9 
Chart 3.6 
POSTNEONATAL MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
US. (1987) ,,3.6	 IHS Total - All Areas" 6.0 
IHS Total- 9' Areas" 6.9 
, Albuquerque 
Oklahoma 
California 
• Nashville 51 
• Navajo 55 
• Phoenix 5.5 
Portland 
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• Aberdeen 11.9 
o 3 6 9 12 
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Tahle 3.6 
POSTNEONATAL MORTALITY RATES 
(23 DAYS TO IJNDER	 I YEAR) 
CY 1986-1983 
Live Births Infant Deaths Rate 1 
u.s. All Races (1987) 3.809,394 13,781 3.6 
All IHS Areas 91,903 548 6.0 
9' Areas 2 61,423 422 69 
Aberdeen' 7,993 95 11.9 
Alaska' 8.294 63 7.6 
Albuquerque' 4.325 12 2.8 
Bemidji' 4.919 36 7.3 
Billings' 4,595 42 9.1 
California 5.660 26 4.6 
Nashville* 2.359 12 5.1 
Navajo' 17.167 94 5.5 
Oklahoma 16,354 45 2.8 
Phoenix' 10,023 55 5.5 
Portland 8,466 55 6.5 
Tucson' 1,748 13 7.4 
1 Rate per 1,000 live births. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma. and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
T Il\' postrwonatal mortality ratl' for tIl\' 
IllS M'I'vict' ,U't'<l population 
in 1986-1988 was 6.0. 
When tIll' ;) nIS An'as with 
appart'nt prohlems in 
nllllel'l'eporting of Inllian 
l'ac!' 011 Ilea tll ('I'l'tifinltl's 
are exeluded. the ratl' is 
6.9. This is almost twice the 
l:.S. ;\11 Races I'at" of;),6 
fol' ] 987, TIl(' Alwnleen 
and Hilling;,; Areas had the 
highest rates. ] 1.9 and Y,] • 
l·eslJ('l·tin·ly, 
20.5 
1--------,------------,- ----, 
Chart 3.7 
LEADING CAUSES 
ALL IRS AREAS 
OF INFANT DEATHS: 
CY 1986-1988 
I n 198G-1983, 24.0 percent of all infant 
deaths in the IUS service 
an'a wp['e eaus(·d by sudden 
infant dpath syndrome. This 
was foUowed hy congenital 
anomalies at J 3.3 pe['(~ent. 
Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome 
Congenital 
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Respiratory Distress 
Syndrome 
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Low Birthweighl 
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Chart 3.8 
LEADING CAUSES 
U.S. ALL RACES 
OF I~FANT DEATHS: 
1987 
I II 1987. 20.5 {lprcent of aU infant deaths in the 
U.S. were caused hy 
congenital anomalies. This 
was followpd hy i'iwlden 
infant death syndrome at 
13.6 percpnt. 
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Respiratory Distress 
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Malernal Complications 
of Pregnancy 
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LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATHS: 
ABERDEEN AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
n 1986-1988.31.0 
Sudden Infant per~ent or all infant31.0 I Death Syndrome deaths in the Alwrdeen An~a 
were eaused by sudden 
Congenital infant dt>ath syndrome. This12.0 
was followed by congenital 
anomalit>s at 12.0 perf'ent. 
Anomalies 
Respiratory Distress 5.1Syndrome 
Disorders Relaled
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LEADING CAUSES OF I~FA~T DEATHS:
 
ALASKA AREA
 
CY 1986-1988 
I n 1986-1988.23.8 Sudden Infant pf'rcent of all infant238Death Syndrome 
d'>aths in the Alaska AI·ea 
were caused hy sudden 
Congenital infant death syndrome. ThisAnomalies 
was followt>d by congenital 
anomalies at 13.9 pen·enl. 
Respiratory Distress 
Syndrome 
Accidents &
 
Adverse Effects
 
Pneumonia &
 
Influenza
 
30 
::1 
10 20 30 
Percent of Total Infant Deaths 
o 10 20 
Percent of Total Infant Deaths 
I n 1986-1988,41.7 percent of all infant 
,leaths in the Albuquerque 
Area wer'e caused by 
congenital anomalies. This 
was followed by sudden 
infant death syndrome at 
11.1 percent. 
I n 1986-1988. 31.7 percent of all infant 
deaths in the Bemidji Area 
were caused by sudden 
infant death syndrome. This 
was f'ollowecl hy l'ongenitaI 
anomalies at 17.5 percent. 
Chart 3.11 
LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATHS:
 
ALBUQUERQUE AREA
 
CY 1986-1988
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LEADING CAIJSES OF INFANT DEATHS:
 
BEMIDJI AREA
 
CY 1986-1988
 
Sudden Infant 
31.7Death Syndrome 
Congenital
 
Anomalies
 
Respiratory Distress
 
Syndrome
 
Accident &
 
Adverse Effects
 
Newborn Affected by 
Maternal Complications 
of Pregnancy 
40o 10 20 30 
Percent of Total Infant Deaths 
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LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATHS: 
B ILLINGS AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
I II 19IHI-19Sg, :H.:\ Sudden Infant pt'lTl'llt of all infant34.3Death Syndrome tll'ath" in tIlt' Billing" ,\n'a 
WI'I'1' l'au>ied IIv "widell 
Congenital infant death ,;yndrollll'. Thi,; 
Anomalies 
wa,; foJIowt'd hy "ongl'nital 
anoma IiI''; at 14.1) }lenTIlt. 
Pneumonia & Influenza 
Disorders Related
 
to Short Gest. &
 
Low Birthweight
 
Meningitis 
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Percent of Total Infant Deaths 
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LEADING CAlJSES OF INFANT DEATHS:
 
CALIFORNIA AREA
 
(:Y 1986-1988
 
111 llJ8(I-ll)gg, 20.0 Congenital 20.0 \WITl'llt of all illfant Anomalies 
death" in the Califol'nia 
/lrl'u were (,<IUSI'd hy 
Sudden Infant ('ong-I'llita} uIIolllalil>';. ThisDeath Syndrome 
wa." folJowl'd IIv SIHldl'll 
infant dl'ath ,;\ntlrollw at 
Accidents & ] ".S pl')'(·(·IIt.Adverse Effects 
Respiratory Distress
 
Syndrome
 
Pneumonia & Influenza 50 
I-----------.-------~._----, 
o 10 20 
Percent of Total Infant Deaths 
I n 1986-19BB. 25.0 pPITent of all infant 
deaths in the Nashville An~a 
were eallspd hy ('(lllgenital 
anomalies. Another 25.0 
percent wen~ caused hy 
sudden infant death 
,;vn(lrollle. 
I n 1986-19BB. 27.7 percent of all infant 
deaths in the Navajo Area 
were eansed by eongenital 
anomalies. TIns was followed 
by sudden infant death 
syndrome at B.1 ppreent. 
Chart 3.15 
LEADING CAUSES 
NASHVILLE AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
Congenital 
Anomalies 
Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome 
Disorders Related 
to Short Gest. & 
Low Birthweight 
Intrauterine Hypoxia 
& Birth Asphyxia. 
Gastritis, 
Duodenitis, etc. 
Chart 3.16 
LEADING CAUSES 
NAVAJO AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
Congenital 
Anomalies 
Sudden Infant
 
Death Syndrome
 
Disorders Related
 
to Short Gest. &
 
Low Birthweight
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LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATHS:
 
OKLAHOMA AREA
 
CY 1986-1988 
I n 1986-1988, 21..5 Sudden Infant percent of all infant 24.5Death Syndrome 
deaths in the Oklahoma 
Area were eaused by suddeu 
Congenital infant death syndl"Ollle. This 
Anomalies 
was followed by congenital 
anomalies at 18.4 pcreent. 
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LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATHS:
 
PHOENIX AREA
 
CY 1986-1988 
I n 1986-1988, 2:).1 Congenital percent of all infant 
Anomalies deaths in the Phoenix Area 
were caused by congpnital 
Sudden Infant anomalies. This was followed 
Death Syndrome 
by sudden infant death 
syndronw at 2 1 .:~ p('n~ent. 
Pneumonia &
 
Influenza
 
Newborn Affected by 
Maternal 
Complications 
of Pregnancy 
Respiratory Distress 
Syndrome 
o	 10 20 30
 
Percent of Total Infant Deaths
 
I n 1986-1988, ;~9.8 perej'nt of all infant 
deaths in thc Portland Area 
were caused by sudden 
infant death syndrome. This 
was followed hy respiratory 
distress syndrome at 9.2 
pereent. 
I n 1986-1988. 19.2 percent of all infant 
deaths in the Tueson Area 
were caused by congenital 
anomalies. Another 19.2 
per'cent were caused by 
sudden infant death 
syndrome. 
Chart 3.19 
LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATHS:
 
PORTLAND AREA
 
CY 1986-1988 
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LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATHS:
 
TUCSON AREA
 
CY ] 986-1988 
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PART 4-GENERAL
 
n ]9B6-1988, the 
age-adju;;ted mortality 
rate (all causc;;) for the HIS 
;;ervice area population was 
665.8. When the :~ HIS 
Arpas with appal'ent 
prohlems in underreporting 
of Indian racp on dpath 
eer'tificates arp pxcluded. the 
"atp is 803.1. This is .50 
pprcpnt higher than the U,S, 
All Races "ate of 5;~.5.5 for 
19B 7. Thp Tucson and 
Ahpnlp('Il rates wpre abollt 
douhle the U.S. nlh~. 
MORTALITY STATISTICS 
Chart 4.1 
ACE-ADJUSTED MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
u.s (1987) ~ 535.5 IHS Total - All Areas ~ 665.8 
- IHS Total - 9' Areas ~ 803.1 
California 
Oklahoma 
, Nashville 
• Navajo 
Portland 
, Albuquerque 
, Phoenix 
, Alaska 
• Bemidji 
, Billings 918.9 
, Aberdeen 1.056.3 
, Tucson 1,113.2 
o 500 1000 1500 
Rate per 100,000 Population 
Table 4.1 
ACE-ADJlISTED MORTALITY RATES 
(ALL CAUSES) 
CY 1986-1988 
Total Deaths Rate 1 
US. All Races (1987) 2.123,323 535.5 
All IHS Areas 17,409 665.8 
9' Areas 2 11,861 803.1 
Aberdeen' 1,837 1,056.3 
Alaska' 1,557 836.5 
Albuquerque' 868 700.4 
Bemidji' 1,008 894.2 
Billings' 961 918.9 
California 771 389.3 
Nashville' 632 643.6 
Navajo' 2.722 6440 
Oklahoma 3,155 4956 
Phoenix' 1,797 828.4 
Portland 1,622 672.7 
Tucson' 479 1,113.2 
1 Rate per 100,000 population. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated exclUding these 3 Areas. 
t I 
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Chart 4.2 
YEARS OF PRODVCTIVE LIFE LOST RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
U.S. (1987) 
California 
Oklahoma 
, Nashville 
Portland 
, Bemidji 
, Albuquerque 
, Navajo 
, Phoenix 
, Billings 
, Alaska 
, Aberdeen 
, Tucson 
0 50 
= 58.1 IHS Total - All Areas = 99.4 
IHS Total· 9 ' Areas 
148.9 
106.9 
1071 
80.4 
= 121.450.1 
528 
100 150 
Rate per 1.000 Population Under 65 Vears of Age 
Table 4.2 
YEARS OF PRODUCTIVE LIFE LOST 
(YPLL) RATES (ALL CAUSES) 
CY 1986-1988 
Number 
of YPLL 1 Rate 2 
US. All Races (1987) 12.398.000 58.1 
AIIIHS Areas 286,147 99.4 
9' Areas 3 218,397 121.4 
Aberdeen' 32.306 145.7 
Alaska' 31,920 142.6 
Albuquerque' 16,883 106.9 
Bemidji' 14,274 98.3 
Billings' 18,158 139.8 
California 11,200 50.1 
Nashville' 8,439 8004 
Navajo' 53,964 107.1 
Oklahoma 29,660 52.8 
Phoenix' 34,316 133.7 
Portland 26,890 90.9 
Tucson' 8,137 148.9 
1 Years of Productive Life Lost (YPLL) is a mortality indicator which measures the 
burden of premature deaths. It is calculated by subtracting the age at death from 
age 65 and summing the result over all deaths. 
2 Rate per 1,000 population under 65 years of age. 
3 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
I
 n 1986-1938, the yean;
 of productive lif(> lo~t rate 
(all ('all~es) for tIlt' IHS 
service area population was 
9 <).4. When the 3 nIS 
!\reas with a ppa I'(>nt 
prohlems in nuderrepo\,ting 
of Indian raee on d(>atn 
certificate';; an' I'xchHle(L lhe 
ratp is 12 1.4. This is mort' 
than douhle thp U.S. AU 
Raees rate of 53.] for 
]987. Each of th(~ 
remaining I) JllS Areas had 
a ratl' great ('1' thall the U.S. 
All Races ratf'. 
12 
I n 1986-1983.22.1 percf'nt of all deaths in 
the HIS service ar..a were 
caused by diseases of the 
heart. This was followed hy 
accidents and adverse 
effeets at 17.] pen~..nt. 
I n 1987.35.8 percent of all dt'aths in the U.S. 
were caused by diseases of 
the heart. This was followed 
by malig;nant neoplasms at 
22.5 pereent. 
Chart 4.3 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
ALL IRS AREAS 
CY 1986-1988 
22,1Diseases of the Heart 
Accidents &
 
Adverse Effects
 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Cerebrovascular
 
Diseases
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& Cirrhosis
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LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH:
 
IT.S. ALL RACES 
CY 1987 
Diseases of the Heart	 35,8 
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Churl 4.5 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
ABERDEEN AREA 
CY 1936-1933 
Diseases of the Heart 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Chronic Liver Dis, 
& Cirrhosis 
Cerebrovascular 
Diseases 
I n 1986-JI)88. 21.6 Jlt'rI'ent of all death~ in 
tht'\lwnlt'ell Ar('a w('re 
f'i!ll~l,d bv tli;;('a;;t',; of thl' 
Jwart. This wa;; followed In 
an'idellt,; and adv(')';;e 
dfe(·t;; at ] c1 ,2 )lel'('put. 
o 10 20 
Percent of Total Deaths 
30 
Charl 4.6 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
ALASKA AREA 
CY 1936-1933 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 
Diseases of the Heart 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Suicide 
Cerebrovascular 
Diseases 
211 I n 1986-] YSS. 21.1 Jll'I'('('nt of all dt'ath;-; in 
the Alaska An'" WI'J'P 
1'<1 ll,;ed h) i!erid('nts and 
advt'r;;(' t'fft'l'ts. Thil-' was 
followed hv dil-'eal-'ps of the 
heart at 1 -;­ .-;' !WITI'l\L 
11 
o 10 20 
Percent of Total Deaths 
30 
I
 n 1936-1938, 19.3
 percent of all deaLh~ in 
the Allmquerque Area were 
caused hy accidents and 
adverse effects. This was 
followed hy diseases of the 
heart at 14.0 pel'cent. 
I n 1936-1983,27.1 percent of all deaths in 
the Bemidji Area were 
caused hy diseases of the 
heart. This was followed by 
malignant neoplasms at 
15.1 percent. 
Chart 4.7 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
ALBUQUERQUE AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 19.3 
Diseases of the Heart 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Chronic Liver Dis. 
& Cirrhosis 
Diabetes Mellitus 
o 10 20 
Percent of Total Deaths 
Chart 4.8 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
BEMIDJI AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
Diseases of the Heart 27.1 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 
Cerebrovascular 
Diseases 
Pneumonia & Influenza 
o 10 20 30 
Percent of Total Deaths 
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Chart 4.9 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
BILLINGS AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
I n 1986-1988.2].5 percent of all death~ in21.5Diseases of the Heart 
the Billing~ Area were 
caused by tli~ea~es of the 
Accidents & heart. This wa~ followed by
Adverse Effects 
accidents and allverse 
effects at 18.2 percent. 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Chronic Liver Dis.
 
& CirrhosIs
 
Pneumonia & Influenza 
30 
Chart 4.10 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
CALIFORNIA AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
I n 1986-1988.25.1 percent of all deaths in25.4Diseases of the Heart 
the California Area were 
cau~ed by di~cases of the 
Accidents & heart. This wa~ followed hy 
Adverse Effects 
aCI'idents and adverse 
dIeet~ at 15.7 percent. 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Cerebrovascular
 
Diseases
 
Chronic Liver Dis.
 
& Cirrhosis
 
30 
o 10 20 
Percent of Total Deaths 
o 10 20 
Percent of Total Deaths 
I
 n ]986-1938.26.6
 percent of all deaths in 
the :'olashville Area were 
caused by diseases of the 
heart. This was followed hy 
malignant neoplasms at 
1 5.7 percent. 
I n 1986-1988, 26.6 percent of all deaths in 
the Navajo Area were 
caused by accidents and 
adverse effects. This was 
followed by diseases of thc 
heart at 14.3 percent. 
Chart 4.11 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
NASHVILLE AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
Diseases of the Heart 26.6 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 
Diabetes Mellitus 
Chronic Liver Dis. 
& Cirrhosis 
o 10 20 
Percent of Total Deaths 
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Chart 4.12 
LEADING CAUSES 
NAVAJO AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
OF DEATH: 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 26.6 
Diseases of the Heart 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Pneumonia & Influenza 
Homicide 
o 10 20 30 
Percent of Total Deaths 
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Charl 4.13 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
OKLAHOMA AREA 
(:Y 1986-1988 
Diseases of the Heart I II 1936-J 938. 3 J 09 pelo('put of all dpaths in 
the Oklahoma Area WtTC 
("auspd by diseases of th(" 
Malignant Neoplasms lwart. This was followed hy 
malignant nt'oplaslUs at 
] 7.2 J)(')"(°t'n1. 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 
Cerebrovascular 
Diseases 
Diabetes Mellilus 
o 10 20 30 40 
Percent of Total Deaths 
Charl4.14 
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
PHOENIX AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 17.9 
I n J986-1981L J7.9 percent of aU deaths in 
t Ill' Phoenix Al"t'a WPIT 
caused hy wO(~idt~nts and 
Diseases of the Heart 17.8 adverse efft'cts. This was 
folJowed by diseases of the 
Iwart at ] 7.8 percent. 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Chronic liver Dis. 
& Cirrhosis 
Diabetes Mellitus 
o 10 20 
Percent of Totai Deaths 
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LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH: 
PORTLAND AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
Diseases of the Heart 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 
22.2 
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Chart 4.16 
LEADING CAUSES OF 
TUCSON AREA 
CY 1986-1988 
Accidents & 
Adverse Effects 
Diseases of the Heart 
DEATH: 
21.7 
Malignant Neoplasms 
Diabetes Mellitus 
Chronic Liver Dis. 
& Cirrhosis 
10 20 
Percent of Total Deaths 
30 
I n 1986-1988, 22.2 percent of all deaths in 
the Portland Area were 
caused by dist'ases of the 
heart. This was followed hy 
aceidents and advt'rse 
effects at 16.9 peret'nt. 
I
 n 1986-1988,21.7
 percent of all deaths in 
the Tucson A rea were 
caused hy accidents and 
advt'rst' effects. Thi s was 
followed by dist'Hses of the 
heart at 17.5 pen~ent. 
49 
= 34.6 IHS Total All Areas = 
IHS Total - 9 * Areas =136.8 
91.6 
120.2 
128,8 
129.0 
Chart 4.17 
AGE-ADJUSTED 
ACCIDENT MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
U.S (1987)	 - 102.9 
Oklahoma 
California 
* Nashville 
Portland 
* Bemidji 
* Albuquerque 
, Phoenix 
, Aberdeen 
, Billings 
* Alaska 
, Navajo 
* Tucson	 2199 
o	 50 100 150 200 250 
Rate per 100,000 Population 
Tahle 4.17 
AGE-ADJUSTED 
ACCIDENT MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
All Accidents Motor Vehicle Other Accidents 
-DeathS Rate' -Oeatlls- Rate'- -DeathS RatE;T 
US. All Races (1987) 95,020 34.6 48,290 19.5 46,730 15.2 
All IHS Areas 2,965 1029 1,687 57.5 1,278 45.5 
9* Areas 2 2,301 136.8 1,303 752 998 61.5 
Aberdeen* 260 1290 143 69.7 117 59.3 
Alaska* 328 1533 68 326 260 120.8 
Albuquerque' 167 120.2 119 83.6 48 36.6 
Bemidji* 141 99.2 72 49.6 69 49.7 
Billings* 175 139.4 110 82.2 65 57.2 
California 121 50.6 79 32.5 42 18.1 
Nashville* 80 72.4 53 47.6 27 24.9 
Navajo* 724 1607 460 97.9 264 62.9 
Oklahoma 269 44.8 156 26.2 113 18.6 
Phoenix* 322 128.8 211 81.5 111 47.3 
Portland 274 91.6 149 48.4 125 43.2 
Tucson* 104 219.9 67 138.0 37 81.9 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100,000 population. Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas . 
.,11 
I n 1986-1988. the age-adjusted aceident 
mortality rate for the IRS 
serviee area population was 
102.9. When the 3 IRS 
Areas with apparent 
problems in underreporting 
of Indian 1'ae(' on death 
eerlificales are exduded. the 
rate is 136.8. This is 295 
percent higher than the U.S. 
All Races rate of 34.6 for 
1987. The Tucson Area had 
the highesl rate which wa,,; 
mainly attributable to motor 
vehiele accidents. 
-------
I 
CharL 4.18 
AGE-ADJUSTED 
ALCOHOLISM MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
n 1986-1988, the 
a~e-adjURted alcoholism 
mortality rate for the IRS 
service area population was 
32.7. When the 3 IUS 
Areas with apparent 
problems in underreporting 
of Indian r'aee on death 
certificates are cxduded, the 
rate is 45.8. This is 663 
vereent higher than the U.S. 
All Races rate of 6.0 for 
1987. The Aberdeen Area 
rate of 69.9 was 11.7 times 
the lJ .S. rate. 
Oklahoma 
California 
, Alaska 
• Nashville 
• Bemidji 
• Navajo 
Portland 
• Albuquerque 
• Billings 
• PhoeniX 
• Tucson 
• Aberdeen 
0 
Table 4.18 
39.5 
IHS Total- 9' Areas =45.8 
IHS Total - All Areas =32.7 
u.s. (19B7) = 6.0 
20 40 60 BO 
Rate per 100,000 Population 
AGE-ADJUSTF:D 
ALCOHOLISM MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
US. All Races (1987) 
All IHS Areas 
9* Areas 2 
Aberdeen* 
Alaska* 
Albuquerque' 
Bemidji* 
Billings' 
California 
Nashville* 
Navajo' 
Oklahoma 
Phoenix' 
Portland 
Tucson* 
Deaths 
15,909 
742 
580 
99 
37 
60 
31 
51 
29 
21 
127 
47 
129 
86 
25 
Rate 1 
6.0 
32.7 
45.8 
699 
22.5 
56.4 
32.8 
57.8 
15.2 
24.3 
366 
9.5 
64.5 
39.5 
66.6 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100.000 population Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (Cali1ornia. Oklahoma. and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting 01 Indian race on death certi1icates. 
There10re a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
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CY 1986-1988 
~- U.S. (1987) =9.8 
• Alaska r----- IHS Tolal- All Areas =29.7 
California IHS T01al - 9 • Areas = 36.1 
, Billings 24.2 
Oklahoma 24.6 
, Navajo 26.5 
Portland 305 
, Aberdeen 
, Bemidji 
• Nashville 
, Albuquerque 
, Phoenix 
, Tucson 96.9 
a 25 50 75 100 
Chart 4.19 
AGE-ADJUSTED DIABETES MELLITUS 
MORTALITY RATES 
TaLle 4.19 
AGE-ADJUSTED DIABETES MELLITUS 
MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
Deaths Rate 1 
U.S. All Races (1987) 38,532 9.8 
All IHS Areas 683 297 
9* Areas 2 443 36.1 
Aberdeen' 52 35.4 
Alaska' 10 6.4 
Albuquerque* 52 51.7 
Bemidji* 36 36.3 
Billings* 22 24.2 
California 29 16.5 
Nashville' 42 47.5 
Navajo' 89 26.5 
Oklahoma 149 24.6 
Phoenix' 106 58.4 
Portland 62 30.5 
Tucson' 34 96.9 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100,000 population. Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
Rale per 100,000 Population 
I n ] 986-1988. the age-adjusted dialwtps 
mortality raff' for tl1P lHS 
sprvil'p aL'pa population was 
29.7, Whpn tliP ~ lHS 
Areas with apparent 
pr'ohlf'ms in ulldelTl'llOrtillg 
of Indian L'act' on death 
1't'l'tificatt's are excluded, tllf' 
rate is ~ (j .1. This is 268 
percent higher than the U.S . 
All Ral'es nIh' of 9.8 for 
1987. All of the IllS \rea 
ratl's wel'e greatt'I' than the 
U.S. rate with the eXl'eption 
of the Alaska [·ate. 
15.5 
15.7 
17.6 
IHS Total- 9 * Areas" 20.1 
IHS Total- All Areas" 16.9I n 1986-1988. the age-adjusted homicide 
mortality rate for the IRS 
service area population was 
16.9. When the 3 IRS 
Areas with apparent 
pl'oblems in under reporting 
of Indian race on death 
('crtificates al'e excluded, the 
rate is 20.1. This is 134 
percent higher than the U.S. 
All Races rate of 8.6 fOl' 
1Y8 7. The Tucson Al'ea 
rate of 36.6 was over 
4 times the U.S. rate, 
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Table 4.20 
AGE-ADJUSTED HOMICIDE 
MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
Deaths Rate 1 
US. All Races (1987) 21.203 8.6 
AIIIHS Areas 494 16.9 
9* Areas 2 349 20.1 
Aberdeen* 52 24.6 
Alaska* 35 15.5 
Albuquerque* 16 11.1 
Bemidji' 23 15.7 
Billings* 28 20.0 
California 26 107 
Nashville* 9 7.8 
Navajo* 100 22.2 
Oklahoma 66 11.9 
Phoenix* 69 26.5 
Portland 53 17.6 
Tucson* 17 36.6 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100,000 population. Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
s.~ 
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MORTALITY RATES 
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AGE-ADJUSTED SUICIDE 
MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1936-1933 
Deaths Rate 1 
u.s. All Races (1987) 30.796 11.7 
All IHS Areas 534 17.9 
9* Areas 2 403 22.8 
Aberdeen* 57 25.1 
Alaska* 75 32.4 
Albuquerque* 43 28.3 
Bemidji* 24 16.2 
Billings* 37 30.7 
California 21 9.2 
Nashville* 10 9.7 
Navajo* 76 16.3 
Oklahoma 45 7.8 
Phoenix* 70 27.1 
Portland 65 20.7 
Tucson* 11 19.3 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100,000 population. Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
I n 1986-1988. the age-adjusted suicide 
mortality rat!' for the IRS 
servic(' area population was 
17.9. When the :3 HIS 
Areas with apparent 
prohlt'IIls in nnderreporting 
of Indian race on death 
certifieates are excluded, the 
rate is 22.8. This is 95 
percent higher than tilt' U.S. 
All Races rate of 11.7 for 
1Y8 7. Five Areas (Alaska, 
Billings. AlhlH{lwrqlle. 
Phoenix, and Aberdct'n) had 
ratt's 1110rt' than double the 
U.S. ratt'. 
I * Nashville 
Oklahoma 
California 
* Albuqerque 
* Bemidji 
* Alaska 
Portland 
* Billings 
* Phoenix 
* Navajo 
* Aberdeen 
* Tucson 
0 2 468 
Rate per 100.000 Population 
IHS Total - 9 * Areas =4.4 
~--- IHS Total - All Areas =3.2 
n 1986-1983, the 
age-adjusted tuberculosis 
mortality rate for the HIS 
service area population was 
3 .2. When the 3 IRS Areas 
with appal'ent problems in 
underreporting of Indian 
race on death certificates 
are excluded, the rate is 
4.4. This is 780 percent 
higher than the U.S. All 
Races rate of 0.5 for 1987. 
The Area rates should be 
interpreted with caution 
because of the small number 
of deaths involved. The 
Navajo Area had the most 
deaths over the 3-year 
period with 22. 
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AGE-ADJUSTED TUBERCULOSIS 
MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
~------- U.S. (1987) =0.5 
Table 4.22 
AGE-ADJUSTED TUBERCULOSIS 
MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
Deaths Rate 1 
u.s. All Races (1987) 1,755 0.5 
AIIIHS Areas 75 3.2 
9* Areas 2 56 4.4 
Aberdeen* 10 7.3 
Alaska* 4 2.6 
Albuquerque* 2 2.1 
Bemidji* 2 2.2 
Billings* 4 4.0 
California 3 1.6 
Nashville* 1 0.5 
Navajo* 22 5.7 
Oklahoma 9 1.4 
Phoenix* 8 4.3 
Portland 7 3.4 
Tucson* 3 9.1 
9.1 
10 
1 Rate per 100.000 population. Rates based on a small number of deaths should be 
interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma. and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
5 10 
Rate per 100,000 Population 
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Portland 
2.3. This i" 1.8 times the 
, Navajo U.S. All Races rate of 1.3 
, Alaska for 1 987. The Area ra tes 
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caution because of tlw slllall 
, Aberdeen 
• Tucson 11.6 
number of deaths involved. 
a 15	 The Navajo Area had the 
most deaths over the 3 -year 
period with 13. 
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ACE-ADJUSTED GASTROINTESTINAL 
DISEASES MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
Deaths Rate 1 
U.S. All Races (1987) 5,629 1.3 
All IHS Areas 53 1.8 
9' Areas 2 36 23 
Aberdeen' 7 4.2 
Alaska' 6 3.5 
Albuquerque' 0 0.0 
Bemidji' 1 0.4 
Billings' 2 1.8 
California 4 1.6 
Nashville' 2 1.6 
Navajo' 13 3.0 
Oklahoma 7 0.8 
Phoenix' 1 0.3 
Portland 6 2.1 
Tucson' 4 11.6 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100,000 population. Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
I U.S. (1987) =169.6 
IHS Total- 9' Areas = 170.8 
166.6 
170.1 
154.2 
163.2 
103.8 
n 1986-1988, the 
age-adjusted diseases of 
the heart mortality rate for 
the IRS serviee area 
population was 156.1. 
When the 3 IRS Areas with 
apparent prohlems in 
underreporting of Indian 
raee on death eertifieates 
are exeluded, the rate is 
170.8. This is slightly 
higher than the U.S. All 
Raees rate of 169.6 for 
1987. The Navajo and 
Alhuquel'que Area rates al'e 
Wf'1l helow the U. S. l'a te. 
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Table 4.24 
AGE-ADJUSTED DISEASES OF THE 
HEART MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
Deaths Rate 1 
US. All Races (1987) 760,353 169.6 
All IHS Areas 3,854 156.1 
9* Areas 2 2.290 170.8 
Aberdeen' 452 287.8 
Alaska' 275 170.1 
Albuquerque' 122 103.8 
Bemidji' 273 267.5 
Billings' 207 217.7 
California 196 106.0 
Nashville' 168 173.7 
Navajo' 389 98.9 
Oklahoma 1,008 154.2 
Phoenix' 320 163.2 
Portland 360 166.6 
Tucson' 84 203.2 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100,000 population. Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution, 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California. Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
,)
, ­
j 
* Navajo IHS Total - All Areas = 30.3 I n 1986-1988, the age-adjusted 
* Tucson IHS Total - 9 * Areas =33.0 c('l'ebrovasculat, diseasps 
* Albuquerque mortality rate fOl' the HIS 
California 26.3 servicp arpa population was 
Oklahoma 27.7 
30.3. When tlw 3 IHS 
Areas with apparent 
* Alaska problems in unclt*rreporting 
Portland of Indian raee on death 
* Nashville ('prti ficatps are excluded, the 
* Phoenix 
l'ate is 33.0. Thi;; is 
9 percent higher than thl:* 
* Billings U.S. All Racl:*s ra1t:* of 30.:1 
* Aberdeen for 1987. The Bl:*lllidji Arpa 
* Bemidji 55.0 rate of 55.0 was nearly 
:~ times the Navajo Area 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 rate 01"19.7. 
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Table 4.25 
AGE-ADJUSTED CEREBROVASCULAR 
DISEASES MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1986-1988 
Deaths Rate 1 
U.S. All Races (1987) 149,835 30.3 
All IHS Areas 779 30.3 
9* Areas 2 456 33.0 
Aberdeen' 81 47.8 
Alaska' 57 34.1 
Albuquerque* 32 25.2 
Bemidji* 59 55.0 
Billings* 35 36.8 
California 49 26.3 
Nashville* 33 34.9 
Navajo* 78 19.7 
Oklahoma 195 27.7 
Phoenix* 72 36.1 
Portland 79 34.5 
Tucson* 9 23.2 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100,000 population Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma, and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
I 
Chart 4.26 
AGE-ADJUSTED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM 
n 1986-1988. the 
age-adjusted malignant 
neoplasm mortality rate for 
the IllS service area 
population was 99.8. When 
the 3 IHS Areas with 
apparent problems in 
underreporting of Tndian 
raee on death certificates 
are exeluded, the rate is 
I 16.3. This is 12 percent 
less than the U.S. All Races 
rate of 132.9 for 1987. 
However, the Alaska, 
Aherdeen, Bemidji, and 
Billings Areas had rates 
greater than the U.S. rate. 
ilHS Total- 9 ' Areas 85.7 85.8 U.S. (1987) =132.9 
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Table 4.26 
AGE-ADJUSTED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM 
MORTALITY RATES 
CY 1936-1933 
Deaths Rate 1 
U.S. All Races (1987) 476,927 132.9 
AIIIHS Areas 2,344 99.8 
9' Areas 2 1.492 116.3 
Aberdeen' 228 151.1 
Alaska' 260 167.0 
Albuquerque' 107 100.1 
Bemidji' 152 148.8 
Billings' 132 148.0 
California 105 59.9 
Nashville' 99 105.4 
Navajo' 312 85.8 
Oklahoma 543 90.4 
Phoenix' 163 85.7 
Portland 204 99.0 
Tucson' 39 97.2 
1 Age-adjusted rate per 100,000 population. Rates based on a small number of deaths 
should be interpreted with caution. 
2 The 3 IHS Areas that do not have an asterisk (California, Oklahoma. and Portland) 
appear to have a problem with underreporting of Indian race on death certificates. 
Therefore a separate IHS rate was calculated excluding these 3 Areas. 
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PART 5-PATIENT
 
n FY 1990, there were 
approximately 97,000 
admissions to HIS and 
Tribal direct and contract 
hospitals. Approximately 
37 percent of these 
admissions were in 2 IRS 
Areas, Navajo (20,381) and 
Oklahoma (] 4 ,899). 
T he THS admission rate of 873.9 admissions per 
10 ,000 population in 
FY 1990 was 31 percent 
lower than the U. S. rate of 
1.262.0 in CY 1989. The 
THS Area rates ranged from 
178.3 in California, where 
the IRS provides little 
inpatient care, to 1,537.5 
in Alaska. 
CARE STATISTICS 
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Table 5.1 
NUMBER AND RATE OF ADMISSIONS 
Total IHS Admissions Tribal Admissions 
Admis- Total ----­
sion Admis-
Rate 1 sions Direct Contract Direct Contract 
n.di.an H.f'alt. h Sf'rvicf' and 
US. 1,262.0 231.116 TI'ilJal Direct alll]I 
All IHS Areas 873.9 96,539 65,972 17,490 7,022 6,055 Contnlct Gelwra] Hosl'itah. 
Aberdeen 1,123.1 11,608 7.835 3,397 376 FY 1990 C.S. Short-Stay 
Alaska 1,537.5 13,518 6,965 331 4,547 1,675 Community Hospitals. 
CYI939Albuquerque 895.4 6,390 5,060 1,330
 
Bemidji 582.5 2,950 1,375 358 1,217
 
Billings 1,140.0 6,306 3.208 3,098
 
California 178.3 936 936
 
Nashville 984.1 3,172 1,118 170 927 957
 
Navajo 928.4 20.381 18,247 2,134
 
Oklahoma 627.0 14,899 10,813 2,429 1,548 109
 
Phoenix 1,147.4 12,239 10,473 1,766
 
Portland 380.0 2,607 2,149 458
 
Tucson 810.2 1,533 878 328 327
 
1 Number of admissions per 10,000 population.
 
2 Number of admissions in thousands.
 
Sources: IHS Direct: Monthly Report of Inpatient Services.
 
IHS Contract: Contract Statistical Systems (Report 31).
 
Tribal Direct and Contract: IHS Area submissions.
 
U.S.: Hospital Statistics, 1990-91 Edition, American Hospital Association,
 
Table SA. 
Chart 5.3 
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL DAYS 
FY 1990 
California 
T he number of inpatient Tucson days in IHS and Trihal 
Portlanddirect and contract general 
hospitals was over 441,000 Bemidji 
in FY 1990. The number Nashville 
varied	 considerably among 
Billingsthe IHS Areas, ranging from 
3 ,61:1 in California to Albuquerque 
84,776 in Navaju. Aberdeen 
Oklahoma 
Phoenix 
Alaska 
Navajo 84,776 
a 
Table 5.3 
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL DAYS 
I ndian Health Service and	 IHS Days Tribal Days 
-----~_._.-Total	 
-._'--,----­
Tribal Din~ct and Days Direct Contract Direct Contract 
Con tract General Hospitals. All Areas 441,236 301,207 83,187 32,761 24,081 
FY 1990 Aberdeen 49,704 31,682 16,616 1,406 
Alaska 72,272 44,442 1,523 21,553 4,754 
Albuquerque 30,162 25,078 5,084 
Bemidji 11,978 5,140 1,471 5,367 
Billings 24,144 10,964 13,180 
California 3,613 3,613 
Nashville 16,187 6,163 789 4,033 5,202 
Navajo 84,776 73,108 11.668 
Oklahoma 62,702 41,318 13,484 7,175 725 
Phoenix 66,554 57,329 9,225 
Portland 10,298 8,328 1,970 
Tucson 8,846 5.983 1,819 1,044 
Sources:	 IHS Direct: Monthly Report of Inpatient Services. 
IHS Contract: Contract Statistical Systems (Report 31). 
Tribal Direct and Contract: IHS Area submissions. 
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F
or the Alaska Area in
 FY 1990, 24.0 percent 
of all discharges from IHS 
and Tribal din~ct awl 
eontract general hospitals 
pertained to obstetric 
deliveries and complications 
of puerperium and 
pregnancy. This was 
followed by injuries and 
poisonings at 12 A percent. 
F or the AlbU<Iuerque Area in FY 1990, 
20.2 percent of all 
discharges from IllS and 
Tribal direct and contract 
general hospitals pertained 
to obstetric deliveries and 
complications of puerperium 
and pregnancy. This was 
followed by injuries and 
poisonings at 11.:3 pen:ent. 
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LEADING CAUSES OF HOSPITALIZATION: 
BEMIDJI AREA 
FY 1990 
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12.8 percent.
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LEADING CAUSES OF HOSPITALIZATION: 
BILLINGS AREA 
FY 1990 
F or the Billings Area inRespiratory System 14.6 FY 1990, 14.6 pen~ent 
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T here were no diagnosticI. inpa:ie~lt dc~ta avail~hle 
Ifor the CalIforma Area III 
IFY 1990. 
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LEADING CAUSES OF HOSPITALIZATION: 
NASHVILLE AREA 
FY 1990 
For the Nashville Area in FY 1990, 12.9 percent 
of an lli,;eharges from illS 
and Trihal direet and 
eontraet general hospitals 
pertained to respiratory 
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deliveries and l~omplicatiollS 
of puerper'ium and 
pregnaney at 12.4 percent. 
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For< the Navajo Area in FY 1990, 3:3.3 pucf'nt 
of all discharges from HlS 
and Tribal dirP(·t and 
contract general hospitab 
pertained to ohstl'tr'ic 
deliveries and eOll1l,lications 
of puerperium an(l 
pregnancy. This was 
followed hy n-spiJ'atory 
system diseases at 
11 .7 percent. 
F~ll' th:' (~I:laho.ma_'hea III F\ l'> l)O. 32.~ 
percent of all discharges 
from IRS and Tribal din'et 
and contract general 
[IUSpitals perta ined to 
obstetric deIiveri(>s and 
complications of puerperium 
ami pr·egnarwy. This ww; 
follmvpd by cin~nlatory 
system dispases at 
10.4 perc('lll. 
F or the Phoenix Area in FY 1990,16.7 percf>nt 
of all dischargps from IllS 
and Trihal direct and 
contraet genet'al hospitals 
pertained to ohstetric 
deliveries and complications 
of puerperium and 
pregnancy. This was 
followed hy respiratory 
system diseases at 
12.] pen>ent. 
F or the Portland Area in FY 1990, 18.4 percent 
of all discharges from IRS 
and Trihal direct and 
contract genpral hospitals 
pertained to obstetric 
deliveries and complications 
of puerperium and 
pregnancy. This was 
followed hy injuries and 
poisonings at 13.5 petTent. 
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LEADING CAUSES OF HOSPITALIZATION: 
PORTLAND AREA 
FY 1990 
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Chart 5.16 
LEADING CAUSES OF HOSPITALIZATION: 
TUCSON AREA 
FY 1990 
For thf' Tucson Area inObstetric Deliveries & Complications of 18.4 FY 1990, lS.4 pf'rcent 
Pregnancy 
of all discharges from IHS 
und Tribal direct and 
Injuries & Poisonings conti'act gf'neral hospitals 
pertained to obstetric 
deliverif's and complications 
Respiratory System of puerperium and 
Diseases pregnaney. This was 
followed hy injuries and 
Digestive System poisonings at 15.4 pf'lOCent.
Diseases 
Diseases of the 
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Chart 5.17 
NUMBER OF OUTPATIENT VISITS 
FY 1990 
IHS Total = 5,031,262 
Tucson 
I n FY 1990, there were California over 5 million outpatient 
NashVillevisits to IRS and Tribal 
direet and contract facilities. Portland 325,198 
Two IllS Areas had Bemidji 325,203 
~ 3 percent of the visits, 
Albuquerque
Oklahoma (889,915) and 
BillingsNavajo (759.451). 
Alaska 468,299 
Phoenix 508,315 
Aberdeen 560,554 
Navajo 
Oklahoma 
0 2 4 6 8 10
 
Scale in One Hundred Thousands
 
IHS & Tribal Direct & Contract Facilities
 
Table 5.17 
NUMBER OF OUTPATIENT VISITS 
I ndian Health Service and Indian Health Service Tribal 
~._----'-----'-_._------­Tribal Direct and Total Direct Contract Direct Contract 
Contract Facilities, FY 1990 
All Areas 5,031,262 3,629,952 161,001 1,084,923 155,386 
Aberdeen 560,554 483,461 14,649 57,906 4,538 
Alaska 468,299 209,506 1,761 209,667 47,365 
Albuquerque 341,814 316,237 6,415 19,162 
Bemidji 325,203 118,666 3,244 175,422 27,871 
Billings 345,824 316,179 29,645 
California 191,751 172,604 19,147 
Nashville 228,716 64,341 1,289 127,150 35,936 
Navajo 759,451 715,025 44,426 
Oklahoma 889,915 629,358 11,087 245,425 4,045 
Phoenix 508,315 464,994 10,130 33,191 
Portland 325,198 244,974 38,000 32,646 9,578 
Tucson 86,222 67,211 355 11,750 6,906 
Sources: IHS Direct: APC Data System (Report 1A). 
IHS Contract: Contract Statistical Data System (Report 3G). 
Tribal Direct and Contract: Area Submissions. 
Chart S.lS 
LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
Al,L IUS AREAS 
FY 1990 
I II FY 1990, 11.6 pen'l'ntSupplementary 14.6 of all dini,",ll impre""ionsClassifications 
in IHS allli Trihal direl't 
and I'ontract facilities 
Diseases of the pertained to "npplelllentaryRespiratory System 
da""il'ication". This wa" 
followed by di"ea"es of theNervous Sys. & 
Sense Organ re"pinltory systl'm at 
Diseases l :!.3 percent. 
Complication of Preg. 
& Childbirth 
Endocrine, Nutritional 
& Metabolic Disorders 
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Chart S.19 
LEADIN{; CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
ABERDEEN AREA 
FY 1990 
F ,.n> the A.benl.e"n A.re.a inDiseases of the Respiratory System 13.7 FY 1990, ]~.7 percent 
of all clinical impressions in 
IHS and Tribal direet andSupplementary 
Classifications contract facilities p""tained 
to di"eases of the 
Nervous Sys. & .'e"piratory system. This was 
Sense Organ followl'" hy supplementaryDiseases 
dassificatiolls at 
12.7 pt·ITt·fit.Symptoms, Signs, &
 
III-Del. Conditions
 
Endocrine. Nutritional
 
& Metabolic Disorders
 
o 5 10 15 
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Chart 5.20 
LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
ALASKA AREA 
FY 1990 
F or the Alaska Area in SupplementaryFY 1990, 19.2 pereellt 19.2Classifications 
of all elinieal impressions in 
IRS and Trihal direct and Nervous Sys. & 
eontract facilities pertained Sense Organ 
Diseasesto supplementary 
classifications. This was 
Diseases of thefollowed by nervous system 
Respiratory System 
and sense organ diseases at 
L2.6 percent. 
Complications of 
Preg. & Childbirth 
Injury & Poisoning 
20o 5 10 15 
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IHS and Tribal Direct and Contract Facilities 
F or the Alhll(luenlue Area in FY 1990, 
14.4 percent of all elinical 
impressions in IHS and 
Tribal direct and contmct 
facilities pertainerl to 
supplementary 
elassificatiolls. This was 
followed hy nervous system 
and sense organ diseases at 
1 :~. 7 pereent. 
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LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
ALBUQUERQUE AREA 
FY 1990 
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LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
BEMIDJI AREA 
FY 1990 
F or th" Bprnioji ,~rca in Supplementary FY 1990, 14.9 pprcpnt
Classifications 
of all clinical impr,,~~ions in 
IRS and Trihal din'pt and 
Diseases of the ('ontraet facilitips pertaiIlPd
Respiratory System 
to snplllpmentary 
classifications. This wasNervous Sys. &
 
Sense Organ
 followpo hy oispasps of the 
Diseases 
rpspiratory systl'm at 
13.5 pprceIlt.
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Chart 5.23 
LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
Bn.LINGS AREA 
FY 1990 
FOI' the Billinl!:s An'a inSupplementary 17.0Classifications FY 1990. 1 -;.0 pprc(~nt 
of all clinical impressions in 
IRS and Tribal dirpl't andDiseases of the 
Respiratory System contract facilities pertailH~o 
to supplementary dassifica­
Nervous Sys. & tions. This was followpd by 
Sense Organ diseases of tllP respiratoryDiseases 
svstpm at ] 1.:3 }lPn'pIlt. 
Injury & Poisoning 
Diseases of the 
Skin & Subcutaneous 
Tissue 
20o 5 10 15 
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IHS and Tribal Direct and Contract Facilities 
For the California Area in FY 1990, 14.3 
pereent of all clinical 
imprt~ssions in Trihal direct 
and contract facilities 
pertained to diseases of the 
respiratory system. This was 
followed hy supplementary 
dassifir'ations at 14.0 
percent. 
F or the Nashville Ar'ea in FY 1990,17.1 percent 
of all clinical impl'essions in 
IllS and Tribal direct and 
contract facilities pertained 
to supplementary classifica­
tions. This was followed hy 
diseases of the respiratory 
system at 11.9 pen·ent. 
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LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
CALIFORNIA AREA 
FY 1990 
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LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
NASHVILLE AREA 
FY 1990 
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LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
NAVAJO AREA 
FY 1990 
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LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
OKLAHOMA AREA 
FY 1990 
Supplementary 
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F or the Navajo Area in FY 1990. 14.3 lWI"(,I'nt 
of all clinil'al impressions in 
HIS and Trillal direct and 
('ont ral'l faeilitif"s lwrtai ned 
to nervous system and scnsc 
organ disl'as('s. This was 
followl'd by disl'ases of the 
respiratory system at 
1 ;~ .() perl·('nt. 
F or the Oklahoma Area in FY ]990, 15.1 
pt'l"(~l'nt of all din!eal 
iIllpn~ssions in III Sand 
Tl"ihal dirl'ct aud contract 
facilities pf"rtained to 
supplementary dassifiea­
lions. This was fo11owI'11 bv 
diseases of tlU' n'spiratory 
system at 12 A IH'rel'nt. 
F or the Phoenix Area in FY 1990,14.0 percent 
of all dinical impressions in 
IHS and Tribal direct and 
contract facilities pcrtained 
to supplementary classifica­
tions. This was followed hy 
nervous system and sense 
organ diseases at 13.9 
percent. 
F or the Portland Area in FY 1990, 15.4 percent 
of all clinical impressions in 
IllS antI Tribal direct and 
contract facilities pertained 
to diseases of the respira­
tory system. This was 
followed by supplementary 
classifications at 13.5 
percent. 
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LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
PHOENIX AREA 
FY 1990 
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LEADING CAUSES OF OUTPATIENT VISITS: 
PORTI.AND AREA 
FY 1990 
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LEADING CAUSES 
TUCSON AREA 
FY 1990 
OF OllTPATIENT VISITS: 
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F or th.c Tucson Al'f'a.. in. FY 1990, 12 .:~ pnccnt 
of all clinical impressions in 
IHS awl Tr'iba1 direct and 
contract facilities pertained 
to supplementary classifica­
tiom. This was followed by 
n('rvous systf'nl and sense 
organ disemws at 11.4 
lwrccnt. 
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NUMBER OF DENTAL SERVICES PROVIDED 
FY 1991 
IHS Total = 2,312,105 
Tucson 
n FY 1990, there were Nashville 
I over 2.:3 million dental 
Bemidji
services provided at IHS 
141,266and Tribal direct and Billings 
contract facilities. Two IRS California 150,509 
Areas provided 35 percent Albuquerque	 159,187 
of the dental serviees, 
PortlandOklahoma (447,193) and 
PhoenixNavajo (372,276). 
Aberdeen 
Alaska 
Navajo 
Oklahoma 447,193 
0	 4 5 
Scale in One Hundred Thousands 
IHS &Tribal Direct &Contract Facilities 
Table 5.31 
NUMBER OF DENTAL SERVICES PROVIDED 
Total IHS Direct IHS Contract Tribal Direct Tribal Contract 
Patients Services Patients Services Patients Services Patients Services Patients Services 
AIIIHS Areas 354,006 2,312, 105 233,022 1,516.254 21,863 133.253 95721 641,732 3.400 20,866
Indian Health Servicf' and 
Aberdeen 34,419 209,661 26,049 161,521 2,131 9,753 5,801 36,026 438 2,361
Tribal Direct and 
Alaska 37,370 236,285 9,188 62,389 422 7,267 27,760 166,629 
Contract Facilities, FY 1991	 Albuquerque 23,702 159,187 22,182 148,917 139 726 1.381 9,544 
Bemidji 18.418 127,899 6,900 40,580 1,079 11.568 9,399 70.428 1.040 5,323 
Billings 21,547 141,266 19,356 130,476 2,191 10,790 
California 20,586 150,509 20,361 148,869 225 1,640 
Nashville ',2,743 85,172 3,123 22,966 106 551 8538 55,609 976 6,046 
Navajo 63,721 372,276 54,652 338,724 9,069 33,552 
Oklahoma 63,192 447,193 42,953 297.493 2,792 32,235 17,142 115.239 305 2,226 
Phoenix 29,595 188,384 26,078 169,999 1,287 4705 2,064 12.470 166 1.210 
Portland 22,692 163,027 18315 117,568 852 16,461 3.275 26,918 250 2,060 
Tucson 6,021 31,246 4.226 25,601 1,795 5,645 
Source: IHS Dental Data Reporting Syslem 
2 3 
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Chart 5.32 
RATE OF NEW TUBERCULOSIS CASES 
CY 1990 
U.S. All Races = 10.3 IHS Total = 25.7 
Bemidji T he rate of new tuberculosis eases for 
California the IHS in CY 1990 was 
Oklahoma 2.5 times thf' rate for the 
Navajo U.S., 25.7 new eases per 
Portland 
100,000 population 
compared to 10.3. Each 
Aberdeen IHS Area had a rate greater 
Billings than the U.S. rate. Alaska, 
Albuquerque ~ashvil1e, Phoenix, and 
Tucson 
Tucson had rates greater 
than 35.0. 
Phoenix 
Nashville 
Alaska 60.7 
o 20 6040 
Number of New Cases per 100,000 
Table 5.32 
NUMBER AND RATE OF NEW 
TUBERCULOSIS CASES 
CY 1990 
Case Rate 1 Number of Cases 
US. 10.3 25,701
 
AIIIHS Areas 25.7 298
 
Aberdeen 22.9 17 
Alaska 60.7 52 
Albuquerque 30.5 20 
Bemidji 11.5 7 
Billings 27.9 13 
California 16.2 15 
Nashville 43.3 21 
Navajo 18.8 34 
Oklahoma 17.9 46 
Phoenix 38.3 41 
Portland 20.0 24 
Tucson 36.3 8 
1 Number of new cases per 100,000 population. 
Source: Centers for Disease Control (data by state and county). 
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